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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, 1 HURSDAY, AUGUST 22, 1912.
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JUST A PLAIN LIE IS WAY HE
PUTS IT UP TO THE OLD GUARD
Wilkesbarre, Pa., Aug. 22. "I hit
hard; I never hit if I can help it, but
said Colonel
I never hit softly,"
Roosevelt today in referring to his
reply of last night to Senator Penrose's statement.
Colonel Roosevelt said
he would
r.iake no further comment on the Penrose statement at this time, taking
the ground that he had disposed of
the matter so far as it affected him.
He had come to Wilkesbarre primed
for the senator's
statement, having
brought with him a bundle of letters
and other documents which he had
collected before his departure in the
expectation
tack him.

that Penrose

would

at-

An attack on Senator Penrose was
made by Colonel Roosevelt after he
had read the senator's statement in
the senate. The
quoted
from letters and telegrams which he
sent to George B. Cortelyou, chairman
of the republican national committee
in 1904 to prove that no contributions
had been accepted from the Standard
Oil company.
"Mr. Penrose and his allies and the
entire crowd of crooked politicians
and crooked financiers who have attempted to make these attacks upon
me," said Colonel Roosevelt, "have
made them and are making them not
only knowing they are false, but because they are false and because they
know that the forces behind me, which
I at this time represent, are the only
forces which the crooked politicians
and crooked financiers of the country
1'iuve really to fear."
In reference to the charge made by
Senator Penrose that a heavy campaign contribution had been received
from Mr. Archbald in behalf of the
Standard Oil company, Colonel Roosevelt read from copies of letters which
he said he had sent Mr. Cortelyou in
the latter part of October, 1904, in
which he said he had been informed
that the "Standard Oil people" had
contributed $100,000 to the campaign
and he told Mr. Cortelyou that if it
was true that such a contribution had
been made the money should be returned at once. He wrote that "in
view of the open and pronounced opposition of the Standard Oil company
to the establishment of a bureau of
corporations, one of the most important accomplishments of my administration, I do not feel willing to accept
its aid, I request therefore that the
without
be returned
contributions
further delay."
"Mr. Cortelyou informed me," said
Mr. Roosevelt, "that no contributions
had been received from the Standard
Oil people and that none would be received. If any contribution was received it was against my explicit and
reiterated directions as set forth in

these letters.''

Colonel Roosevelt then quoted from
an open letter issued just prior to the
1904 election by Mr. Cortelyou, saying
that every contribution was made
rewithout pledge or understanding
administraof
the
garding the policy

tion.

POLITICAL BLACKMAIL
PENROSE DECLARES.
careWashington, Aug. 22. In a
ful, deliberate speech in the senate
late yesterday, Senator Penrose of
Pennsylvania, replied to the charges
made regarding a certificate of deJoHn D.
posit for $25,000 sent him by
Archbold, of the .Standard Oil company, in 1904.

Senator Penrose admitted receiving that sum- from Mr. Archbold. but
said it was part of a contribution of
to the
$125,000 made by Archbold
fund.
republican national campaign
which amount he said,
$100,000 of
e
went to the republican national
use
to
himself
for
and $25,000
in Pennsylvania.
"Ptesident Roosevelt had been advised of the contribution," Senator
Penrose declared. He said that later
Cornelius N. Bliss, then treasurer of
the national committee, asked for another contribution of $150,000 from
Archbold and his associates "interested in the Standard Oil company."
"The demand was urgent, insistent
I may say imperative, and it was represented it came direct from President Roosevelt," declared Senator
Penrose, forcefully.
William Fllnn, Roosevelt leader in
Pennsylvania, was scored by Senator
Penrose. The senator charged that
!n 1904 Fllnn offered him and Israel
or $2,000,-000- "
W. Durham "$1,000,000
if they would favor his candidacy to the senate io succeed Senator Quay. Senator Penrose read
what purported to be copies of telegrams to show that Flinn asked John

D. Archbo!d

to assist him in securing the election.
At tlie conclusion of his speech the
senator promised further disclosures.
Penrose had read by the clerk a
wiTTl
Colonel
newspaper interview
Roosevelt in which the latter was
quoted as saying that Penrose had
nothing to do with the presidential
campaign of 1904. The senator said
he was a member cf the national
committer, chairman of the Pennsylvania state committee and conducted
the campaign in Pennsylvania.
"Mr President, is this ingratitude,
tnendcc'ty or political aphasia?" he
demanded.
A ripple of laughter greeted this
question and Penrose settled into his
seat.
Senator Bacon asked to whom the
$2,000,000 was to be paid
by "the
citizen who wanted to be elected to
tile senate."
"T suppose
either to Mr. Durham
or myself," responded Mr. Penrose.
"We did not get that far in the
consideration of the business."
Senator Culberson of Texas, seeing a psychological opportunity called
ip his bill forbidding campaign con-t- i
illations by corporations and limit-futhe-- amount to be contributed by
individuals to $5,000.
A filibuster deveUoed against the
and after 38 senators had
forced a half doz'n roll calls the senate was forced to adjourn.
In his
Penrose
speech Senator
said- -

"Certain

in-- !

e

I

j

Nicar-lagua-

letters

"Their publication now, with the
malignant insinuations accompanying
them, is in the nature of political
blackmail, the. purpose of which is
to punish, coerce or intimidate me
because of my poetical course. The
statement that there is any connection between the Industrial commission and a certaiD sheck from John
D, Archbold is false, malicious and

without justification.
"I now come to the letter alleged
to have been written to me
by John
1). Archbold, inclosing a certificate of
deposit in my favor for $25,000 written yndcr date of October 13, 1904. I
have reason to believe that this letter is a forgery and I challenge its
Jiodi'ction; but it is true, and at the
time was well known, that
during the
presidential campaign of 3904 I did
receive such a contribution from Mr.
Archbold for the campaign in Pennsylvania." I was at the time the chairman of the republican
state committee of Pennsylvania and a member of the national committee representing that state. I was at republican headquarters in Philadelphia
in full charge of the stare
campaign
and I was, every week, in New York
in close touch with
many phases of
the national campaign."
Senator Penrose renewed his attack upon Colonel Roosevelt in the
senate today, under questions by
Senator Reed.
Co'onel Roosevelt's
statement of
yesterday making public a letter in
which he had directed Geo. B. Cortelyou to return John D. Archbold's
$1CO,000
contribution was under discussion.
"The information I had," said Senator Penrose, "was that after Mr.
Roosevelt had been apprised that the
$100,000 had been snent, he wrote. the
letter to Mr. Cortelyou directing its
return, in order to make the record
good."
Senator Reed, in questioning Senator Penrose, mentioned
reported contributions of $100,000 each made to
the campaign of 1904 by the Missouri
Pacific and the Southern Pacific railways. Senator Pnrose said that
while he had no direct knowledge regarding such contributions, h"e believ-

from the information at his

posal, that "those interests had
tributed heavily."

discon-

Urbana, 111., Aug. 22. Returns of
the 1912 wheat yields on the Illinois
experimental fields under the direction of Dr. Cyril G. Hopkins Just reported show the application of phosphorus to Illinois soils has Increased
the wheat yields from 14.4 bushels to
28.9 bushels an acre.
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Washington, D. C, Aug. 22. MajoriLeader Oscar W. I'liderwood, reviewing the achievements of the democratic house In the Congressional
Record, today set. forth, as be sees it.
the situation before American
consumers under the present tariff system in this fashion.
"ruder the present oppressive tariff law the laboring man returns at
night from his toil clad in a woolen
suit, taxed 75 per cent; shoes taxed
per cent; stockings and underwear 71 per cent; a cotton shirt taxed 50 per cent; a wool hat and woolen
gloves taxed 78 per cent. He carried
a pail taxed 45
per cent and greets
his wife as she looks through a window pane taxed at G2 per cent, with
a curtain faxed 42 per cent.
.wn- s, railing ins snoes on an
iron scraper taxed 73 per cent, he
wipes t hem on a mat taxed 50 per
cent, lie lifts the door latch taxed
45 per cent,
stops on a carpet taxed
f'L per tent and
kisses his wife, clad
in a woolen dress taxed 75
ier cent.
She is mending an umbrella taxed 511
per cent, with thread taxed 30 per
cent. The house is made of brick
taxed 25 per cent, and lumber taxed
9 per cent, with
paint taxed 39 per
cent. Their wall paper was taxed 25
per cent, and plain furniture 33 per
cent, he hangs his pail on a steel pin
taxed 15 per cent, using soap taxed
20 per cent.
His looking glass was
taxed 45 per cent and he combs his
hair with a rubber comb taxed 35 per
cent.
"He proceeds to !i
his stnu,-which was cooked on a stove taxed
15
per cent, for which his wife used
pots and kettles taxed 45 per cent. On
their table is common crockery taxed
55 per cent and cheap glass tumblers
taxed 43 per cent. The sugar he puts
in his tea is taxed 34 per cent which
lie stirs with a spoon taxed 45
His meal is a frugal one because the cost of living is high.
"He uses a knife and fork taxed 50
per cent, and is eating salt fish taxed
10 per cent, bread 20 per cent, potatoes 22 per cent, salt 33 per cent, butter 21 per cent and rice 62 per cent.
He proceeds to read a book taxed 25
per cent and at the close of the day
reclines in an iron frame bed taxed
45 per cent with a mattress taxed 20
per cent, sheets taxed 45 per cent,
woolen blankets taxed 74 per cent and
a cotton spread 43 per cent.
"He is taken ill and the doctor prescribes medicine taxed 23 per cent,
which, being ineffective, he passes
from this active sphere of life and his
remains are deposited in a coffin taxed 35 per cent which is conveyed to a
cemetery in a wagon taxed 35 per
cent, deposited in its resting place in
mother earth and the grave filled in
by use of a spade taxed 43 per cent,
while over his grave is raised a monument taxed 30 per cent.''
ty
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from John D.
Archbold. addressed to me, have recently been published and an effort
has been made to establish a connection between the work of the industrial commission of which I was
a member, and a'leged letters purporting to enclose $25,000" from John
D. Archbold.

ed

Washington, D. C, Aug. 22. Senator Penrose today asked the senate
AMERICANS GIVEN
to direct the Clapp committee, invesNew York, Aug. 22. All the forces
of the disiricl
tigating campaign contributions of
attorney's office with
1904 and 190S, to investigate the
NO QUARTERS THER the aid of a squad of private deteccharges contained in his sensational
tives were directed today to ferret out
speech of yesterday in connection
evidence of police graft. When JusPenrose-Archbalwith
correthe
Washington, D. ('., Aug. 22. Two tice Goff convenes the extraordinary
lie asked that the com- Americans are
spondence,
reported to have been session of the grand jury on Septemmittee be directed to call as witnessber :;, District Attorney Whitman
es "all persons mentioned" in his deliberately murdered in the massacre
proposes to lay information
before;
of
the
the
Xicaraguan loyal troops by
speech. Colonel Roosevelt, was among
the court that several persons
can!
that number. The motion was tem- rebels at Ieon on August 19. One supply valuable information of
police'
laid
over.
porarily
blackmail. With the filing of this
jwas said to be Hurvey Dodd of
Scenting new trials of campaign
Miss., the other a man named formation, scores of suhpoennes will
contributions as a result of Senator Phillips. The men had been wounded be issued for various 'John Does" to'
Penrose's sensational speech of yes- (and were seeking refuge in a hospital, appear in court and tell the truth or
terday, the special senate committee 'according to the report received to- go to prison. With the formal arDodd raignment today of five of these in- -!
inquiring into the political funds of day at the state department.
19m4 and 190S is planning to renew and Phillips were said to have been dieted for the murder of the gambler,1
Senator Clapp, fighting with the government troops, Herman Rosenthal,
the
concluded,
hearings at once;
chairman of the committee, today an- The killing of Dodd and Phillips, district attorney purposes to direct
nounced his desire to go on and tele- though not entirely a parallel, recalls his entire attention for the next week
graphed to the two democratic mem- the killing of Cannon and Groce by or so to hum ing evidence for use in
bers. Senators Lea and Painter, who JZelaya in 1909, which resulted in an the John Doe inquiry.
that threw the dictator out
District Attorney Whitman has inforexpected to be away until late next (Upheaval
:
fall, asking them to return at once or of office and sent him to European ex-- mation that he will lay publicly
Justice doff that no less than four
have Senator Dillingham, chairman of ile. The state department is proviinspectors and three civilians are inthe privileges and elections commit- dingA for more information.
delayed dispatch from Corinto volved in police corruption.
tee, designate some one to sit for
Police Lieutenant Charles
says the rebels are taking towns
Becker
them on the committee.
Leon and Chinandaga.
They and four of his alleged underworld acTalk of the committee calling Co'o- iare
a complices, were arraigned in the court
reported to have confiscated
nel Roosevelt was again heard at the
and a distillery con- of general sessions today to plead to
large
plantation
capitol today. The Clapp committee taining $5,000,000 worth of alcohol.
an indictment charging them with the
had not considered, calling the colo- With the arrival of additional U. S. murder of the gambler, Herman Roshowever.
nel,
forces in Nicaragua.
Rear Admiral enthal. Counsel for Becker said that
John D. Archbold-- of the Standard Sutherland on the cruiser California, he was not ready to
plead today and
Oii company, today notified Senator !will
the court set next Tuesday for the
take full command.
he
before
will
that
the
Clapp
appear
The other four prisoners
The massacre of the loyal
pleadings.
senate committee investigating camtroops sent to defend Leon is an pieadea not guilty, with permiscable-sion to withdraw or change the plea
paign funds tomorrow.
fully confirmed in a belated
The demand of (Senator Penrose 'gram received today from the Ameri-!-a- by Tuesday.
that his charges be investigated by
The court room was packed to suflegation at Managua daled Au-- j
the special senate committee is be- - Igust 19. The rebels refused quarter focation when the prisoners entered.
iieved to be the first step toward rev- and annihilated the whole force of Becker towered above the others like
a giant.
The first case called was
elations concerning campaign contri- defenders except three or four,
butions. Senator Penrose conferred
Today's early advices to the state that, of Becker. As the clerk read
today with Senators Reed, of Mis- - de partment are that the situation is the indictment, charging murder in
souri, Smith, of Maryland, and La Fol- - critical. Though the American ma-- I the first degree, John F. Mclntyre,
lette.
rines and bluejackets are holding Becker's counsel, announced that, he
was prepared to plead to the
Senator Reed is considering a pro- - Managua against the wotild-bis
v.hich the grand j
handed
and pillager.,
djr.gei
posmI to have the investigating committee look into all contributions to threatened Corinto on the west, coast, up some weeks ago.
"But that indictment has been supercampaign funds of thee candidates Women and children of foreign famfor the presidential nomination this ilies in the town are sleeping aboard seded by the present one," said Judge
mere.
Mulqueen.
campaign funds of the candidates Uhe two U. S. warships
"Then we refuse to plead," said Mr.
is understood that lie will also de- - SENATOR BACON
OPPOSES INTERVENTION. Mclntyre. He then asked for a postmand a special investigation of the
Washington, D. C. Aug. 22 Sena- ponement and Tuesday, August 27,
Harriman contribution of 1904.
tor Bacon again attacked the landing was the date set.
ABSURD SAYS COLONEL.
The case of "Whitey" Lewis was
Wilkesbarre, Pa., Aug. 22. Colonel of t'nited States forces in Nicaragua,
disposed of by his plea of wt
Roosevelt was asked whether he was in a speech in the senate today dur-- ! quickly and
was followed by similar
guilty,
new
legis-of
the
'
consideration
a
to
combefore
the Clapp
ing
go
willing
! pleas from "Dago Frank", Jack Sulliappro-and
executive
to
judicial
in
mittee
testify
regard to the lative,
van and William Shapiro, chauffeur
(Statements that contributions were priation bill. Senator Heyburn, com-- i of the
"murder car."
made to the 1904 campaign by the menting on the provision which ap-- i
Coutt then adjourned.
court
commerce
for
the
Standard Oil company.
propriated
The five men arraigned today in"The question is absurd." he said. only until March 4, suggested it was cluded all the
prisoners so far arreston
confidence
"The letters and telegrams that pass- "an indication of great
ed in the Rosenthal case, but not all
ed between Mr. Cortelyou and myself the part of the great political parties those indicted.
are enough."
as to success in November."
"Gyp the Blood," and "Lefty Louie''
"Five hundred armed men have en-- j the two remaining gun men involved
JEFFERSON TO GET
gaged in actual combat in Nicaragua," in the shooting have not been capMUCH BETTER JOB. said Senator Bacon, "according
to tured,
although they have been inLaramie, Wyo., 4ug. 22. It is in- Press dispatches without, even a sign dicted.
timated here today that F. W. Jeffer- jot proclamation from the president. IE
The arraignment of Becker was
son, of the Wyoming division, will be the state department is consistent and preceded by the coroner's
inquest
made general superintendent of the acts in Mexico as ix has in Nicaragua, which had been adjourned.
Daniel
Union Pacific, taking the p'ace of
Frohnian was foreman of the jury
Charles Ware, to be made general ico."
which, after hearing the evidence, rethat some other
manager, and
turned a verdict that Rosenthal had
NEW YORK COTTON.
come to his death by means of a bulchanges will occur on the Wyoming
division.
The new I'nion Pacific de
New York, Aug. 22. Cotton, spot let wound in the brain, "caused by
Lux train is to be Installed Septem- closed quiet; middling uplands 11.80;
I
Continued on Page Eignt.
ber 29, according to reports.
middling gulf 12.05. No sales.
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Mr. Fnderwood
at considerable
length reviewed thp legislation enact-

ed by the democratic house and condemned the republican policy as disclosed in the session now closing.
TAFT PROTECTS WOOD.
Washington, D. C, Aug. 22. Under
virtual notice from President Taft
that be would again veto the army appropriation bill if it contained any
"riders" affecting the tenure of office
of General Wood, chief ot staff, the
house and senate .today struck from
the bill a contemplated provision to
that effect and presented a report
free from the features upon which-thpresident, based his first veto.
The provision of the house for a
five year enlistment was modified to
provide for a seven year term, four
years of which shall be active service
and three years reserve.
All the army posts would ho retained as they now exist. The house
receded from its attempt to reduce
the cava'ry strength to five regiments.
The bill as agreed upon, also provides for a consolidation of the paymaster general, commissary generaL
and quartermaster general's departments.
Conferees of- the house who have
been leading the fight against General Wood said the fight to enact restrictions t.p govern the eligibility of
the chief of staff of the army would
be renewed at the next congress.
TAFT STARTS PROBE.
Washington, D. C, Aug. 22. Presi.
dr-Taft today appointed a coreT.it-'teof government officials to invests
gate the board of United States general appraisers to ascertain if there
has been neglect of duty, malfeasance
in office or inefficiency on the part of
any of the board's members. The
board has headquarters in New York.
PARCELS POST ASSURED.
Washington, D. C, Aug. 22 Provision for a parcels post system in
this year's postal appropiations bill
was agreed upon today by conferees
of the house and senate. The plan
of
the
accepted is a modification
Bourne senate bill.
The senate's
amendment to increase second class
mail rates was eliminated.
FILIBUSTERING IN SENATE.
Washington, D. C, Aug. 22. A filibuster in tihe senate today conducted
by Senator Page of Vermont, threatened to wreck the legislative program,
contemplating a speedy adjournment
of congress.
Senator Page began after he had
failed to secure consideration of his
bill for federal support for agricultural and vocational schools. The senate had under consideration the newly
drawn legislative, executive and judicial appropriation bill, and was ready
j
vote upon it when Mr. Page took;
e

-:

the

floor.

Washington, D. C, Aug. 22. President Taft late today signed the naval
appropriation bill carrying $123,220,-70- 7
and providing for one dreadnaught
to cost not more than $13,000,000.
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The meeting this evening of the
of commerce should be attended by every business and professional man in Santa Fe.
The matter of a good road between
here and San Pedro is a matter in
which there is a great deal of interest
being taken and one which there is a
good deal of divided opinion on. This
will be threshed out at this evening's
meeting.
Santa Fe will have to Btart to
spruce up and get a few of the
"
out of her otherwise good roads, for in October she
i3 going to entertain
the national,
Ocean to Ocean Highway association
which will bring to our city good
roads boosters from California, Arizona, New Mexico, Colorado, Kansas,
New Jersey, Missouri, Illinois, Maryland, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Indiana and
New York. Plans for entertaining
these boosters will be formulated at
the meeting tonight.
Santa Fe is on the main trans-con- -

chamber

(Continued

on Page Five.)
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The Little Store! why I am A bull moose Young
Mothe
BY ONE

Again Reminds You of the Superior

Or THE BULLILST Or THEM

(Continued From Yesterday.)
And then the trusts? Well, the reasin convention
publican party,
in
sembled, approved this last
Chicago, the following sentence:
"The republican party is opposed to
special privilege and monopoly."
Can't you see John D. smiling softly as he prepares to hole his put?
Oh, of course, the republican party
declares it will curb the trusts!
But let us pass on!
To the tariff, then. Whereupon, let
us listen, again, to the 1912 platform:
"Some of the existing import duties
are too high, and should be reduced.
Readjustment should be made, from
time to time, to conform to changed
conditions and to reduce excessive
rates, but without injury to any
!
American industry!
!" (The exclamation points are all ours, every
one of them.)
Reads well, doesn't it? It does, but
e
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"Some of the duties are too high."
Which? And they should be reduced.
How much?
So?
Readjustment
should be mode "from time to time!"
One schedule, say. before 1925; an- another before the aaiddle of the century, and, possibly a third before the
Twenty-firs- t
century bustles in!
And all, "without injury to any
Did
American industry!" Forsooth!
you ever hear I never did of any
American
which wasn't
industry
"hurt," not to say crippled for life, by
having its protective duties lowered?
Well, you see, it's all charmingly
vague, and that's what it's meant to
be!
So let us approach the cost of living, and, listen, again, to the platform :

Flour Hay, (irain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sole Agents For

INTERNATIONAL

STOCK

FOOD.

All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages

ALFALFA SEED.

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
Phone Black

Phone Black

LEO HERSCH

45

Iola
El Toro

45

R. J. CRICHTON

Lumber and Coal Yard
All Kinds of Building Materials.

Screen Doors, Red and White Cedar Fence Posts
Ifard 333 liickox Street, Near Union Depot.

Phone, Red

100

Phone, Red

100

Phone, Red

in England.
The simple fact is, that we cannot
to pay lower prices for what
we eat and wear and use until for- eign products can come in on more
equitable terms and force our manu- facturers to reduce prices. That's all
there is to it
And can we trust the republican
party to really reduce the tariff? You
know we can't. The ground and lofty
tariff tumbling of the present administration has satisfied the American
people on that score!
And the Democratic p'atform? It's
not so different from the republican,
when you come right down to it. In
fact, about the only real difference is
that the republican platform drones
along about a sort of modified pro-the democratic
tection, whereas
comes out flatly for 'tariff for revenue
only
And can the Democratic party be
trusted to reduce the tariff? Let vis
see.
In 1S93, for the fi'St time and, for
that matter, for the only time since
the Civil war the democratic party
was in full control of the government.
It was pledged to pass a strict tariff
reform measure, and what did it do?
It passed, under tfc able, if subterranean, guidance of Senator Gorman,
the notorious Wilson act, whose rates
were little, if any, lower than the
preceding republican McKiriTey act.
It was a plain betrayal of the
American people, who had put the
democrats into power in order to ma- terially reduce the tariff, and no Dem- ocratic president
occupied the
White House since then, and that's a
matter of sixteen long years ago!
1
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No young woman, in the joy of
coming motherhood, should neglect
to prepare her system for the physl-expecal ordeal she is to undergo. The
health of both herself and the coming
child depends largely upon the care
she bestows upon herself during the
Friend
Mother's
waiting months.

prepares the expectant mother's sys- tem forvtne
"8?
makes her comfortable during all
term. It 'works with and for nature,
and by gradually expanding all tissues, muscles and tendons, involved,
and keeping the breasts in good con
dition, brings the woman to the crisis
in splendid physical condition. The
baby, too, is more apt to be perfect and
strong where the mother has thus
prepared herself for nature's supreme
function. No better advice could ba
given a young expectant mother than
that she ma Mother's Friend; it is a
medicine that has proven its value
,n thou
.?

c"f

cases.
Motner ,B
Friend is sold at

stores.
drug
Write for free

MQ THERS
3KF RIEND
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CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.

BRADFIELD

REGULATOR

CO.. Atlanta. Ga.

labor or be destroyed by it. I know
for I have investigated this evil in
most of the states of the union.
"It makes me sick when I remember how every little wriggly crab that
is caught is inspected by a government official and if he does not measure seven inches he is given his
But the child may claim no
liberty.
time for growth or development."

DESTROYS

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERRILLOS LUMP

FACTORY WOOD
SAWED WOOD
STEAM COAL
CORD WOOD
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.

THE STAR BARN

WE SELL EVERYTHING YOU NEED FOR THE BATHROOM,
TUBS, SOAP HOLDERS, CLOTHES HOOKS EVERYTHING YOU
NEED TO MAKE YOUR BATH A LUXURY.
NEED ANYTHING
REMEMBER OUR STORE WHEN YOU
FOR YOUR BATHROOM. WHEN YOU BUY FOM US WE WILL
GIVE YOU A SQUARE DEAL, BECAUSE WE WANT TO DEAL
WITH YOU AGAIN.

book for expectant mothers which contains much
valuable information, and many suggestions of a helpful nature.

St. Paul, Minn., Aug. 22. Secretary
of State P. C. Knox, Mrs. Knox and
Ransford Miller, chief of the far east"The fact that the cost of living is
But, you may say, has not the pres- ern division of the state department,
not due to the protective tariff is ent democratic
house of representa- spent four hours iix St. Paul today en
evidenced by the existence of similar tives
numerous tariff meas- route to Japan, where, as special
passed
conditions in countries which have a
ures, which have been killed either ambassador from the United States.
tariff policy different from our own,
the republican senate or the re- Knox will attend tie funeral of the
as well as by the fact that the cost by
publican president? That's true, and late emperor.
of living has increased, while rates
that's the answer!
of duty have remained stationary or
The Democratic
representatives
Rye Beach, N. H., Aug. 22. The
been reduced."
knew, or rather, had a shrewd sus- Marden House, a foimer hotel, was
So? What countries, for example? picion, that their bills would never
More
No specifications, you observe.. Ger- become law, and so they passed destroyed by fire yesterday.
than 100 guests, who were asleep
France?
are
both pro- them!
many?
But were the democrats in when the blaze was discnvpred wore
They
A free trade countective countries.
full control of the house, and the sen- - !Groused in time to
egcape wit6out in.
try, then? England, that is. Well, ate, and the presidency, would they 1nr
Thfi ,nsB .B atimat
conditions are very different in Eng- then pass these low tariff bills so
000.
land. The absorption of land by the readily, and would the interests sit
great land owners, which has driven by so quietly and let the democrats State of Ohio,
city of Toledo,
the rural population into the cities, go about their own devices uninterLucas County. ss.
and, consequently, into poverty; the rupted? Would they? If you think
Frank J. Cheriey makes oath that he
prejudice against I'sing labor saving so, you don't know the democrats and
is senior partner of the firm of F. J.
machinery a dozen things, end not you don't know the interests!
Cheney & Co., doing business in the
free trade, combine to create poverty
(To Be Continued.)
City of Toledo, County and State
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLDESTROV CHILD LABOR BEFORE CT
LARS for each and every case of
Catarrh, that cannot be cured by the
US MINIMUM WAGE LAW WILL HELP DO IT use of HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subprcibed
jin my presence this 6th day of De
cember, A. D., 1SS6.
A. W. GLEASOX,
(Seal)
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken intern
illy and acts directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Send for testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo O,
Sold by all druggists. 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for con.
Hipation.

Dawson Coal
Sawed Wood

PORTLAND CEMENT

mms mmnm "Will

Phone 14.

Also

First-Clas-

Phone Main

LIVERY

r

J. R. CREATH,

139

RIGS.

310

La Salle Restaurant
CHAS. GANN, Prop.
Telephone

11.

Two Doorg Below F. Andrews Store.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Rooms for Pent 2Sc and 50c
Short Orders at All Hoars.
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
frenca Noodle Order !0ci Um,
kw Terk Chop Suey 50c

From

RHEUMATISM

teed under the
Act.
J. KILBRIDE,

Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
the north bound train and arrive at
Taoe at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good cover
hacks and good
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
furnished commero1 men to take In
the surrounding tonne. Wtr E.nhuda
Station.

INSTITUTE
NEW MEXICO,

f

of Ihe'Southwesl.'

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U. S.
War Department.
Located In the beautiful Pecos
Valley,3,700feetabovesealevel,
sunshine every day. ODen air
work throughout the entire session.
Conditions for physical
and mental development are
IDEA L such as cannot be found
elsewhere in America. Fourteen officers and Instructors, all
graduates from standard Eastern colleges.
Ten buildings,
modern la every respect.
Regents
E. A. CAHOON, President.
J. E. KHEA,
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
JOHN' VV. PuE, Secretary.
W. A. F1XLAY.

i

y

at

WATER CO.

SSt

FRANK M.JONES.

LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
Policies at Lowest Rates.

REAL ESTATE
For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and Or
chards. Ranches With and Without Improvements.
For Full Information Call,

Or. Phone No. rfed 76

TlightI
THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH-

IN ODS,

Electricity plays a most imporThe grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern homeand why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.

H. H. FLEISHER.

Los Angeles, Aug. 22. "Child labor
means of racial degeneracy, perpetuation of poverty, the enlargement of
illiteracy, the increase of crime, the
lowering of wage scale and the swelling of the army of the unemployed."
This is the emphatic assertion made
by Mrs. H. H. Fleischer, representative
or field secretary of the National Child
Labor committee on the Pacific Coast.
She has been sent to the coast by
the committee, tlhe headquarters of
which are in New YorV
"I want to see an endowment for
the mothers, in cases which because
;of sickness the burden of support
would fall on a child. No; it will not
be abused. Wherever such a measure
has been adopted and scientific investigation made it has been found
that only a very small per cent of the
parents applying for work permits
for their children
actually needed!
j

For particulars and illustrated catalogue, address,
j

COL. JAS. W. WILLSON, Supt.

.,-

the children and could get along without it if forced to do so.
"In one of the Indiana glass factories we found 22 boys under 14. Investigation showed that the parents
of ALL of them were able to keep
them. That Investigation resulted In
a law raising the age limit and prohibiting all night work for children.
"Consequently you see that scientific investigation results in help
where it is needed ; and makes the
selfish and improvident
send their
children to school.
"But most of all, I advocate a mini-muThere you hit the
wage scale.
evil of child labor a death blow. When
an employer has to pay a minimum
wage he will pay it to some one who
can do a maximum amount of work.
"That is not all. A man who is paid
a minimum wage must be efficient;
aDd parents will learn that if their
their help.
"Take my notes here for the facta, children are not made efficient they
Last year the Juvenile court Investl will be useless.
gated 250 applications for child per
"Society is paying at the wrong end
mits. Of these 115 only were found of the line. Instead of paying for
After the ex- boys and girls in reform schools, afworthy of examination.
amination only SO permits were Is- - ter their vitality has been sapped,, It
sued. Of these SO only 55 were found should pay the mothers where that is
worthy of help by the students of necessary and make the parents do
Berkeley, who took the matter up. their duty when they are physically
So it appears that 170 parents only able.
THOUGHT they needed the work of
"It is for the nation to destroy child

34
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POWER

SOAP. GuaranFood and Drugs

IS QUITE SO

SOLE AGENT,
No. I Bridge Plaza,
Vaw Vrrlr
Price 2Sc per pke Bv Mail add 6c. for Postage
ALL, MAIL OKDERS PROMPTLY FILLED- Suite

MRS.

'TheWestPoint

Leave orders

Patronize home industry.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL

inent German Doctor. It will
cure all rheumatic and muscular
pains in both old and vounsr. Rec
ognized by most leading doctors
as the greatest cure for Rheumatism, Stiff Necks, Stiff Shoulders,
Lame Backs, Colds in the Chest,
Cramps in the Stomach, are all
quickly removed by following the
directions closely that accompany
each package of UNCLE ARF.'S

San Fracisco St.

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

ROSWELL,

:

:

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

TheGreatest Discovery of the Age.
Made from the formula of an Em-

wooers stage line

NEW MEXICO MILITARY

WHEN YOU CAN GET THE

Delivered to your house.

RHEUMATISM SOAP

SANTA FE, N. M.

OPEN DAY AND NIQHT

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale

UNCLE ABE'S

Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons

s

Phone 14

Hardware We Have It.

tant part.

MORGAN LIVERY CO.,
S

If Its

Why Import Mineral Water?

Successor to

FIRST-CLAS-

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

and

35. Dept 9.
fjODtr TKlnnri 'ttv.

The Tailor

NOTHING as to touch the button and
is ready to cook your
iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day aid n'ght" Estimates and full information cheeerfully given.

Will clean, press, repair

SANTA FEWATER& LIGHT CO.

JULIUS MURALTER

alter Ladies' and
Gents' Garments at
or

reasonable prices and
will guarantee his work.
Orders taken for Ladies'

ECOMONV
GROCERY

and Gents' Custom

NOW

IS THE TIME

to
Porch, Park

and Lawn Sets, Swings,

AwningsandScreensmade

to order by one who knows
Made Suits, Overcoats,
Laaaers a
Skirts or Riding Suits. "All Goods at Right Prices" how.
Thirty years' of experience in
tailoring in seme of the largest
cities in Europe and America.
101

13

J.

specialty.

THE MOTTO OF

II. BLAIN,

Jr.

Washington Avenue.
'Phone. Black

223.

Qoods Called for and Delivered

SQUARE

DEAL TO

ALL'

309 San Francisco Street

RHOADS
J.F.
Galisteo
104
Street
Telephone

157 W.

::

SANTA FE, N. M

It will not pay you to waste your
tlem writing out you legal form
when you can get them already print
d at the New Mexaui Printing
Company.

mm

.1 1
OREGON'S LAND HOGS ARE SQUEALING BEGAUSE STATE
MAY FORCE THEM TO PAY THEIR JUST SHARE OF TAXES
Corporations and Owners of Millions
of idle Acres Will Have to Pay
Huge Tax Assessments While Little
Fellow's Tax Bill Will Be Cut in
Half Every "Big Business" Outfit
In State Is Fighting the Measure.
Portland, Ore., Aug. 22. Oregon is
looming lots of things these dais. The
latest lesson is that popular government systems do i t bother the beibt
In the jungle until the people start :o
take his bones av ay from him.
This state has had slight trouble
in adopting a popular governmental
system, but when it started to get
an honest tax law then there was
a fight.
Initiative, referendum, recall, direct primaries, the beast doesn't
its
worry much about these until
feast of money is interfered with,
then it goes out on the prey path
seeking what it can devour.
The most interesting thing about
the present tax fight in Oregon is
the proof it gives that all these years
Oregon's progressive legislation hasn't
hurt the beast much, it has waxed fat
and growled kittenishly,
but now-w- ell,
it is some different.
The People's Power league,
the
progressive body headed by W. S.
U'Ren, that has charge of the reforhi
program in this state, offered a statewide tax measure that put the burden
on the land speculator and the empire
Then the fighst started
monopolist.
and it is going on merrily right now.
Corporations, trusts, railroads, commercial clubs, realty boards, political
farmers, and gang politicians got together for the first time in years. An
expert was brought into the state
from Seattle. He fooled a lot of farmers over the state and organized an
The state tax
Equal
league.

WHY OREGON WANTS

A

can't get something for nothing unless

TAX.
you rob somebody,

their reach.
The worker, by being alive, torces up

tne price ot nis nttie
bur- plot of ground, and every child lie brings into the world increases his
reserve.
cash
den and the speculator's
And then the beneficent taxation system makes it fine for the worker
on
by taxing him heavily on his little house, on his few household goods,
his installment piano, even on the cement walks he has to mortgage his
home to pay for, while all the time the land speculator, who gets all the
unearned profits, escapes with his scant tax on unimproved land.
some of
Oregon thinks the only way is to tix those idle lands so that
the excess vaiue the public puts in these lands is given back to the pub- essenmore
even
believes
it
And
also
load.
common
Oregon
to
the
bear
lie
manu- tial that she quit fining the worker for his improvements, and the
facturer and business man for his industry, and make the land hog, the
absantee monopolist, the railroad "with 800,000 acres of stolen Oregon land
in one kingdom, tote fair in taxation thing.
That's what Oregon is sure a land tax will do it's the reason she is
going after it.
i

ten-tol- d

SCHOOL SHOES

C'HAS. E. LIN'N'EY,

Are

the Children's Feet Ready for School

'"fll

?

School Shoes are a
sort of a hobby here

I

BOYS

FOR

RIGHT!

GIRLS THE SCHOOL
SHOES SHOULD BE JUST
Just right in shape to hold
OR

the feet in a correct, comfortable position. Just
right in durability to stand the hard knocks
they're sure to receive. Just right in price, so
as not to harm the FAMILY PURSE !
It comes to Shoeing Children

WHEN

class.

we're

EXCELLS

NOBODY

right

in

Secretary.

G. W. PRICHARD,
Santa Fe Chapter N'o.
and Counsellor at Law.
1. It. A. M.
Attorney
Regular
Practice in all the District Court
convocation
second
Monday of each month and gives special attention to case
at Masonic Hall at before the State Supreme Court.
t, m
Office: Laughlin Bldg.. Santa Fe, N. M.
CIIAS. A. WHEELON",
ARTHUR SELIGM AN",
H. P.
HARRY D. MOULTON,
Seer tarj'.
Attorney-at-Law- .
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Santa Fe Commandery
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
N'o. 1, K. T.
Regular Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
conclave fourth Monday in each month at
EASLEY & EASLEY,
Masonic Hall at 7:30
. Chas. R. Eatley,
F.
Chas.
Easley,
p. m.
aw.
Attorneys-at-- '
W H. KENNEDY. E. C.
Practice in the Courts and before
W. E. GRIFFIN", Recorder.
Land Department.
Land grants and titles examined.
Santa Fe Lodge of
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office, Estan-cia- ,
No. 1, 11th
deN. M.
gree. Ancient and Ac
cepted Scottish Rite of
Free Masonry meets on HAVE YOU ANYTHING TO ADVfcrt-TISE- 7
the third Monday of each month at
7:30 o'clock in the evening in MasonTell your story to
ic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting
2,000,000
Readers
Scottish Rite Masons are cordially in
Twelve Dollars.
vited to attend.
We will place your
advertls
S. G. CART WRIGHT, 32.
ment in 25 leading newspapers' SunVenerable Master. day
issue, for $12 per insertion. Descriptive circular FREE.
B. P. O. E.
THE PROBERT ADVERTISING
Santa Fe LodgeN'o
AGENCY,
4G0, B.
P. O. E.,
Taos, New Mexico.
holds its regular
session on the sec
DR. W. -- UME BROWN,
ond
and fourth
Dentist.
each
of
Wednesday
Over Spitz Jewelry Store. ...
month.
Visit ing
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
brothers are invitPhone Red 6.
ed and welcome.
Office Hours 8 a. m. to 5 p. m.
FRANK T. BLAN'DY,
And by Appointment.
Exalted Ruler,
P: M. A. LIEXATJ,
STANDLEV G. SMALL, M. D.
Secretary.
Physician and Surgeon.
Santa Fe Camp
Office and Residence Washington.
M. "W. A. Ave., next door to Public Library.
33514,
meets second Tues- Office Hours 11 a. m. to 12:30 p. m
day each month, so- 2 to 4 p. ai. Evenings.
cial meeting third
Phone Black 47.
at FireTuesday
man's Hall. Visit
ing neibuors welcome.
M.
A. G. WHITTIER, Consul.
RESIDENCE, DON CASPAR
CHAS. A. RISING, Clerk.
u

our

IS!

SHOES FOR GIRLS
Sizes,

5

to

8

Prices, $1.00 to $2,00
'

& to 2
Prices, $1.50 to $2.50

Sizes,

Sizes, 84 to 11
Prices, $1.25 to $2,25

Sizes, 2& to 6

1 1

SHOES FOR

Prices, $2.00 to $3.00

OR LACE

BOYS-BU- TON

Oregon has made, not millions, but
2
13
billions in land values for speculators,
12
8
and the little fellow has toted the tax
measure
load. Under the proposed
Prices, $1.25 to $2.50
$2.00
Prices, $1.15
the absentee holder of inland empires
and the speculator iu vacant city lots
6
2Y2
will pay his share.
Oregon today fines every man for
Prices, $1.50 to $3.00
every improvement, every indication
of energy; it hands over the fine
money to the idle land holder, and
ho in turn increases his pile by charg
I
ing four prices for his lands to new 1 1
settlers. It is a robbing game, but
it is amazing how many theoretical reF. W. FARMER
formers are with the beast in his
No.
Homestead
jungle this time.
2879. Brotherhood
state-winmeasure
Besides
the
of American Yeothe Power league has three county
men.
measures that, if passed, will give the
Meets first Fripopulation centers a land value tax
day of the month
W. S. U'REN". WHO IS LEADING MOVEMENT IN OREGON TO MAKE even if the state measure loses. It is
at the Fireman's
SC9.91
"
ve so, e Permanent improvements .
t
are
We
go
ng
pas
TAXES.
OWNERS OP UNIMPROVED PROPERTY PAY JUST SHARE OF
significant that the high priced state
Hall.
70.13
abo
Repairs
to
hereatter
say
thing
tax board experts never found anyH. Foreman, A. E. P. Robinson.
22.00
e the Telephone service
we
.1
which
giv
Htions
under
David
Cor. Sec.
thing wrong with the rotten tax sys-- !
for
of our -- treng h and to
n.70
Printing
tern the state had until this land value! capital
board showed how much of a public hand it to the legislature again,
Gonzales.
of
1I0.4S
profits.
benefit
the
on
corporation
supplies
Freight
board
came
the
it
politicians,
was by damning
measure
Grangers,,
tip; then
sympathetic body
Manual training and domesproposed tax measure and by of- - ers, bankers, nice folks and bad folks, hustled around and discovered a lot of
ODD FELLOWS,
3S4.4G
first
tic economy supplies . . .
to
the
all. got together
offered
fight
and
old
in
in
the
bad
measures
the
other
they
hope
plan,
four
things
2, I. O. O. F.
fering
offered
Insurance on school propmeasure the state ever saw
four measures of more or less popular
of fogging the issue.
Fe Lodge
Santa
332.75
erty
it that would put the tax burden where- appeal in the hope of stemming the
meets regularly
Business also discovered
2S2.95
. Bigr
Miscellaneous
,
it belonged on the fellows who fat- tide. The gang will throw a lot of
i
tU
every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
C2.4U
unearned increment.
Books for library
ballast overboard if it has to.
in Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting broth-- !
amend the constitution so that each ten from
2.S0
If any community really wants to
But in all the confusion and fog
erg always welcome.
to past custom, school Postage
county could adopt its own method of
According
the reform forces discover who's who in the blue book will
one
taxation, so Big Business now offers and befuddlement
open for the ensuing year
Total expenditures for the
of the jungle, all it has to do is to
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA.
which will
another amendment asking the people are holding to just two slogans:
next
from
Monday,
week
tax
value
a
land
campaign.
...$15,907.12
year
"The people must keep the power start
a
to give back their taxation power and
Lodge No. 259, holds its regular
be the second of September. Only
meeting on the first Thursday of each
short session will be held on that day, May 1st 1912, balance on
month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m.
just long enough to assign lessons
hand
$ 3,702.50 Visiting brothers are invited and wel
PLEA
AND
WOMEN
OF
STAND
STRIKEBREAKERS
and text books.
J. A. RAEL, r . M.
It will probably le interesting to come.
to
All the teachers
DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
RAILROAD
AGAINST
FIGHT
CHILDREN. HELPING
the public to know also that during
on
office
meet at the superintendent's
the past thirteen years, or during the
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Saturday, August 31st, at two o'clock time of Supt. J. A. Wood's administra- to
and
of the Interior,
to make out their programs
Department
forty-twtion, twenty-siboys and
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M
arrange for the opening on Monday. girls have been graduated from the
Pecos Forest.
August 15, 1912.
All parents should take note of this
t
in all. Over
high school,
Notice is hereby given that Ramon
and see that their children are ready seventy-fivhave
of
cent
these
per
Quintana of Pecos. New Mexico, who,
to start in school the very first day, entered
higher school of learning; a ion August 2S, 1907, made Homestead
if possible. The corps of teachers as
greater per cent, probably, than any Entry No. 11930, for S
SW
now elected is as follows, beginning other
high school in the country can 'Section 5, N
Section 8
NW
and
following
with the kindergarten
show. Throughout the United States
17 N., Range 12 E., N. M.
along in order of grades: Miss Clara about 10 to 12 per cent of ITie high Township
has filed notice of
Meridian,
Principal
Ada
Wiss
Marie
Green,
Miss
Palm,
school graduates ever enter any high- intention to make
proof, to
Miss
Helen
Miss
Harrison,
Harvey,
er institution of learning. Graduates establish claim to the land above deSmith
Alberta
Frances Abbott, Miss
of the Santa Fe high school have albefore Register or Receiver,
and Miss Helen J. Barton. These are ways been admitted to the freshman scribed,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, New
for the grades in the high school class of any western college or uniMexico, on the 11th day of October
folbuilding. High school teachers as
without examination upon the 1912.
versity
Elsie
Miss
Miss Mary Sena,
lows:
recommendation
of the superintend- Claimant names as witnesses:
Staley. Miss Stella Hutson, (the prin ent. It is suggested that from now
Ricardo Valencia, Jose Maria
name
whose
school
of
the
high
cipal
the board of education do not re- - duno, Prudencia Gonzales, all of Reand
Superintendis not yet" known),
mathe-- ' cos, N. M.; Aniceto Gonzales, of Sanquire so much Latin and
ent Wagner. In first ward: Miss matics, and instead, put into the high ta Fe, New Mex.
Helen Gildersleeve, principal, in tne school course two years of German
MANUEL R. OTERO,
,
second ward: Miss Louisa Schnep-ple- and one year of chemistry.
With
Register.
asLaws,
Minnie
principal, Miss
these changes, aiid already having
Marion Bishop, manual
sistant. Music,-Mistraining, sewing and cooking,
Art, Miss Lucy Grygla.
the high school course of the Santa Fe
ot
be
A few items of statistics may
public schools will be the peer of any
interest to the general public as fol- in our western cities.
lows:
RESOURCES.
HERE AT HOME.
Mav 1st, 1911, balance on
$ 5,888.90 Santa Fe Citizens
hand
Gladly Testify and
Received from city taxes
Confidently Recommend Doan's
5,993.95
Kidney Pills.
during the year
It is testimony like the following
from liquor liReceived
2.330.GG that has placed Doan's Kidney Pills so
.GROUP OF WOMEN WHO ARE. AIDING STRIKE BY PICKETING.
censes
8G.40 far above competitors.
When people
Received from J. P- - fines..
right here at home raise their voice
Received from school appro2,874.00 in praise there is no room left for
Oakland, CaL, Aug. 22. "We can to pass the women, and tfhey will lis- for a square deal, even to going out
priations
324.10 doubt. Read the public statement of
stand facing the men but not the ten to the women's arguments and on the picket line. It is hard, yes, Received from poll taxes .
a Santa Fe citizen:
women."
pleas where they will pass us by with but necessary. All things the work- Received from school bond
have gained
Alberto Garcia, Galisteo St., Santa
ing man and woman
s
in a deal ear."
1,378.99
It was one of the
fund
interest
381.50 Fe, N. M., says: "I deem it a pleasure
The railroad officials are making have come from sacrifice. They have Received from rent .
ihe Oakland Southern Pacific railroad
to confirm the public statement I gave
all been won through bitter struggle,
shops testifying to the effectiveness desperate efforts to break up this
Received from interest on
in praise of Doan's Kidney Pills about
IN
of a little band of women, wives of feminine contingent of pickets. They so why should we hold back?
259.00
building and loan notes...
seven years ago. I found them to be
"The railroad officials and a
the men on strike, who have taken have exerted every energy to have the
from
from
tuition
Received
an excellent remedy and I have never
part of the public say it is untheir station on the picket line. The Oakland polioe arrest the women on
67.13
outside pupils .
hesitated to vouch for their merit
man took off his working clothes, charges of disturbing the peace and womanly for us to get out this way Received
from
tapping
when an opportunity has been presentand take our place on the picket line.
walked out of the shops and joined ridiculous accusations of vagrancy.
25.00
school sewer
ed. For two years I was in bad shape
The women, however, have been They try to sting our pride that way.
the 30,000 Harriman employes who
fiom backache and kidney trouble and
.are In the ninth month of their con- careful to keep always within Che
"Perhaps it is by the old standards.
amount of receipts
Total
when Doan's
Kidney Pills were
retainus
so
workhave
far
treated
and
for
better
railroad
have
test with the
smilingly
law,
But the employers
.$19,609.71 brought to my notice, I resolved
for the year .
to
ed the upper hand.
like men and machines, so why should
ing conditions.
1911
Expenditures from May 1st,
try them. I procured a box and they
"Yes, it took courage," said one of we not fight like men for the status to
He was only one of many to be won
not only drove away bachache, but
May 1st, 1912:
over to the strikers within the past the women pickets, "but it gives us of our homes? We have had to work Teachers'
$10,208.20 regulated the passages of the kidney
salaries
of
men.
the
In
endure
what
like
eyes
we
and
too.
a
dozen courage
think
When
few weeks by the efforts of
893.00 secretions and toned up my entire
salaries
this contest with the railroad means those who call our conduct unwoman- Janitors'
"women on the Oakland picket line.
50.04 system."
salaries
Treasurer's
'refinand
"The women folks are having far to us and we women suffer most if ly, we are only 'dignified'
428.40
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
better success in keeping men from we lose we just can't help doing our ed' as long as we bear uncomplain- Coal
34.75 cents.
Buffalo,
Co.,
Wood
for
kindling
to
lot
impose
and
home
the
In
s
attempt
at
We
they
and
sit
ingly
can't
Idly
part.
.joining the
463.31 New York, sole agents for the United
men.
School
our
supplies
or
on
to
all.
men
us,
do
It
directly
through,
let the
getting those already in the shops
States.
&
"I tell you and the big employers Interest on bonds, and comD.
"The time has come for women
tqult that we had," was the test!
Doan's and
Remember the name
1,403.50
too
that the day of mission
are to learn It,
the women of the working classes
znonial of the men pickets Monday.
270.43 J take no other
uncomplaining woman Water and light .
"The strikebreakers are ashamed to take an active part in the contest
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Phone, 220 Red
OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
Phone, 237 Black
OFFICE HOURS. to 3 P. M.
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PHYSICIAN

and

SURGEON,

Cation Block, Palace Ave., next
door to Wells Fargo Ex.
PHONE 233.

Residence Palace Hotel.
Phone Main 68.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(010493)

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N.

M.,

July 22, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Sefer-in- o
Vigil, of Santa Fe, New Mexico,
who, on July 20, 1904, made homefor E
stead entry No. 010493-799Sec. 13, Lot
SW
NW
SW
3, Section 24, Township 18 N., Range
10 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make Final Five
Year Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before Register
and Rec iver, U. S. Land Office.
Santa Fe, New Mexico, on the 10th.
day of Sept., 1912. .
as
witnesses:
Claimant names
Rafael Montoya, Beatriz Vigil, Anas-taci- o
Montoya. Atanacio Vigil, all ot
Santa Fe, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
2

4

Register.
A. S. Jones of the Lee Pharmacy.
Chico, Cal., who has handled Foley &
Co.'s medicines for many years says:
"I consider that Foley's Honey anff
Tar Compound has no equal, and lithe one cough medicine I can recont
mend as containing no narcotics o
other harmful properties." The
For sala
in a yellow package.
by all druggists.
gen-uin-

SUMMER TOURIST RATES
TO

AH

Stations East and West
FROM

Stations on the Denver & Rio Grande

strike-breaker-

EFFECT

June 1st to September 30th
Return Limit, October 31st.
Liberal Stopovers.

Foster-Milbur-

strike-breaker-

i

'or

e

'

.Montezuma Iodge
No. 1, A. F. & A. M.
EDWARD P. DAV1ES,
communiKegular
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
cation first Monday
Rooms
of each month at
City Bank Building,
Capit!
Masonic
Hall
at
Santa Fe, New Mexico
7:30.
District Attorney. First
Assistant
ALAN" R. MeCORI"), W. M.
Judicial District.
17-1- 8

to tax themselves," and "Put the load
on the broad shoulders."

tax measure
If
the state-widcarries, the big corporations will pay
a definite per cent on their earnings
for their water power sites, they pay
chiefly nothing at present. Companies
that held from 100,000 to 1,000.000
acres of idle lands will pay taxes on
a valuation that not only will cut the
taxes on the little home owner in half,
but that will throw on the market
these empires of fertile wilderness
and make Oregon a great productive
state instead of a hunting preserve.

ATTORNEYS ATLAW.

MASONIC.

CHOOL SHOES

STATE LAND

or
nature.
If you win on the stock market somebody loses. If you take a nugget
fiom the rock, nature loses. If you pick up a $10 bill on the street, somebody is shv ten iron men, AND IF YOU BUY LAND FOR TEN DOLLARS
IMPROVING
WITHOUT
AN ACRE AND SELL IT FOR A THOUSAND,
IT, YOU ARE ROBBING EVERYBODY.
That is the reason why it is so hard for many folks to see straight on
this land tax question; getting money that didn't belong to them has warped their vision until they couldn't squint around a dollar if they died fot
their lack of squintessence.
Joseph Melich came to Portland, Oregon, seven years ago, and boughta
$5,000 worMi of cheap lots in the brush east of town, and without doing
his investment.
thing on them, he has already taken $75,000 out of
Who pungled up the $70,000 that he got without work, worry or ability?
The little workers, the home builders, are the fellows who were pushed
out of their homes because the inside realty speculator forced prices above
You

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES PROFESSIONAL CARDS

mini

i

-
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For information as to rates, reservations,
etc., call on or write to any D& R. Q. Agent or
W.
Shea, T. F. P, A., Santa Fe.
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Capital Bar
Mike Gibbuns came
out of the
west (St. Paul) some nine months
back and sauntered into the limelight
of Gotham's fistiania by knocking the
eternal daylight out of all the clever
welterweights pitted against him.
Today, with $30,000 salted in an interest bearing mine, he is the acknowledged welterweight champion of
the United States, with a half hitch
on the world's title.
And now comes brother Tommy
Gibbons, 19, a middleweight, with victories over "Cyclone" Kelly of Minneapolisand "Xig" Brown, within six
days. Both were clean knockouts.
Men who watched Tommy box. say
he is a replica of Champion Mickey,
on a slightly larger scale. Mike declares his "little brother" is capable
of holding his own with the best
in the business, and that
he is fit to begin right now despite
his inexperience.
This Tommy Gibbons is a terrific
puncher, and almost as clever as the
"phantom champion," as Mike has
been styled. And Mike is hailed as
the cleverest boxer in the country today.
The welterweight champion will begin his fall campaign in New York the
second week in September, and it is
probable Tommy will be seen in ac
tion against some tough middleweight,
in a preliminary to the main event.

An Ice Cold Bottle or Glass of
Lemp's Beer will kill your

thirst

A

!

Ulass of California Wine will
put blood in your veins
Drink of Old Taylor Whiskey
will make you forget your
troubles
1

A

1

Phone Orders Attended To Promptly.

1

'

flfiAP

IMPORTED
and DOMESTIC

i

j

TO

THE

MIKE GIBBONS IS TAKING BROTHER TOM TO GOTHAM.

lish claim to the land above described,
A Want Ad. in th3 New Mcxi'
before Harry C. Kinsell, IT. S. Commr. sees more people in one day than ;,
BE PAID TO
at Stanley, X. Mex., on the 16 day of can see in a month. Try one.
1912.
GEN. BOOTH September,
Claimant names as witnesses:
Thomas Villanueva, Pino Villanue-va- ,
London, Aug. 22. No word has yet
Gregorio Padia, and Jose Villabeen heard from Deane Herbert
E. nueva, all of Galisteo, K M.
REPUBLICAN
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Ryle, who has jurisdiction over the
burials in 'Westminster Abbey, as to
Register.
STATE
whether the body of the late General
William Booth of the Salvation Army
Robert W. Herter, 'Lawrencevllle)
i
j to be offered sepulchre in the ab- Mo., who had been bothered with
Dean Ryle is in Scotland. kidney trouble for two years, says:
bey.
Though it is possible the offer would; "1 tried three different kinds of kidALBUQUERQUE, N. M.,
bo declined, if tendered, it may be ney
My
pills but with no relief.
made by the authorities.
Kid
use
12, 1912.
me
to
Foley
neighbor told
General Booth's body is to be re-- ney POs, I took three bottles of
One-FifOne and
Fare from
moved tonight from the modest cot-- ; them, and got a permanent cure.
I
All Points in New Mexico
tage at Hadleywood, where he died, recommend them to everybody." Fu:
to the congress hall, for the lying in sale by all
TOALBl'QlERQl'E AND RETURN.
druggists.

LAST RESPECTS

EMIL MIGNARDOT

AUGUST 22, 1912.

THURSDAY,

Sept.

th

state.

Phone 239 W

255 San Francisco St.

WW a

CHINESE

TO

Dates of Sale, Sept. 9, 10, II and 12th.
Return Limit, Sept. 16, 1912.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

TROOPS
TIBET,

VACATE

of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office a t Santa Fe, X. M
Simla, India, Aug. 22. Peace nego-- Pec0B Natl Foresti August 15, 1912.
tiations between China and Tibet
Notjce ,g hereby L.iven that Rioar.
-- f
which were opened some time ago at fl
Mevinn
Ponr,a
L'Haisea, the Tibetan capital, have who, on September 3, 1907, made
All
the Chinese Homestead
been concluded.
Entry No. 11952 for X

Deparjment

FARE FROM
SANTA FE

,

frJ

SANTA FE

s'tiIu

ALL THE WAY

beneath the
finished
up at 93
H. S. LUTZ, Aft., SANTA FE, N. M.
high point.
m
Small receipts and a good cash demand gave a firm tone to corn prices.
down to
The start was from
troops are to leave Tibet. Chinese SE
SW
SE
SW
SE
higher. September opened unchanged traders will be permitted to remain in Section 6, Township 17 X., Itange 12
to
and
71
at
the country.
to
higher
E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed no4 Horse Power
r
clung to the high level.
tice of intention to make
December started unchanged to
PRICE,
$165.00
proof, to establish claim to the land
and added
X above described, before
lower at 54 to 54
APACHE INDIANS
With Imported Magneto.
Register or
A'
soon afterward.
Motor cycle without a doubt wltb trouble
ARE TURNED LOOSE.
Receiver U. S. Land Office, at Santa
left at the factory.
The close was steady at practically
Washington, D. C, Aug. 22.
Fe, New Mexico, on the 11th day of
278 Apache
finished
and
lc
Chief
Geronimo
highthe
top.
1912.
September
October,
'
Indian prisoners of war at Fort
er at 72
the top. December closClaimant names as witnesses:
released
54
be
will
at
after touching
ed
Sill, Oklahoma,
Prudencio Gonzales, Ramon Quin-tanup
54
and turned over to the secretary
Pablo A. Gonzales, Casimiro
of war with an appropriation of
Oats were in good demand and
Gallegos, all of Pecos, New Mexico.
$250,000 for such disposition as
MANUEL R. OTERO,
prices ruled firm though burdened
he may direct, according to the
with prospects of increased arrivals.
Hegister.
conference report of the Indian
September started unchanged at 32
LIGHT, SILEKT AND RELIABLK. !
Latest sporting news in the Santa
and quickly hardened at 32
appropriation bill agreed upon
Fe New Mexican. Read It.
today by managers of the house
December opened unchanged to
PASH BROS.,Agts., Santa Fe.
and senate.
lower and held steady.
in good dewere
provisions
January
TOMMY GIBBONS AND BRO. MIKE.
KSSS
mand and strengthened the entire
NEW
list, the new year delivery strarting SENATE PASSES
BILLS OF LADING MEASURE.
higher. The nearby
3 10
3 from 5 to 10c
vision of paid admissions at all major Pittsburg
JOHNSON CAN
D. C, Aug. 22. SenaWashington,
At
the
were
openmonths
C
quieter.
2
2
unsuccessful
of
New York
the
league parks some
bill providing a uniPonierene's
tor
were:
October
Pork,
NOT FIGHT IN
products
Camnitz and Gibson; Crandall and ing
clubs would sustain heavy losses.
of bills of lading, and
form
system
to
7
$10.85
,$1S.05,
higher; lard,
Meyers.
FOGEL PEEVED.
NEW YORK NOW
the transfer of such bills,
$10.87
lower, regulating
unchanged to 2
August 21. President
was
Pittsburg,
by the senate without a
Rooms With Bath,
passed
$1.50 and $2.00 Per Day
to
and ribs unchanged at $10.S7
NATIONAL.
Horace' Fogel of the Phillies is angry
It contains a comvote.
dissenting
New York, Aug. 22 The Jack
$10.90.
At Cincinnati.
R. H. E.
at Garry Herrmann because the Cinplete code of laws governing the
Johnson-JoJeonette boxing" match, cinnati
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK.
0
1 9
been talking of get Cincinnati
owner
has
issue and use of bills of lading.
set for September 25, at the St. Nich!
Kansas City, Mo., Aug. 22. Cattie
0
3 4
Otto Knabe in a trade. Fogel j Philadelphia
ting
olas Athletic club, was Sectored off said last nitrht:
Benion and Clark; Seaton, Finnernn
Receipts, 3.000, including 300 south-'cmORVILLE WRIGHT FALLS.
this afternoon, "for the betterment of
Market steady to strmg. Na
"1 wrote to Herrmann yesterday and and Dooin.
the sport," by Jesse and Edward
R. H. E. Uve
22.
Orville
steers, strong,
At Philadelphia
told him to keep off my team and if
Ohio, Aug.
Dilvton,
the promoters of the bout. he has
1 southern steers, J4.G0(F;6.;0; southern
2 7
a hydroplane in an
to make to arrange Philadelphia
deals
flyins
Wrjghti
any
The McMahon brothers called off the
2
and heifers, $3.2515.50; native perimeritai flight south of the city
1 C
them with me and not try to have a St. Louis
is
match after a long conference behind
cows and heifers, $3.208.50; stock-!la- t
Hamilton
and
men
and
Brown
Cincinnati
of
Egan;
newspaper
yt.sterday took an unexpected
closed doors with the State Athletic couple
ers and feeders, 'ploOiffo.SO: bulls, ?5
when
river
Miami
the
Herrmann broke up Krichell.
do the dealing.
pjunge
commission.
i 5.50;
calves, $4 rW S.25; western nuking a turn and was only saved
Chicago last summer by sending out
one of
cows.
steers, $5.50(f9.00; " westei'.i
from a perilous experience by the
priced
reports that he was going to get either
llowness of the stream. He received
RING NOTES.,
Evers or Tinker. Both players are
New
will
be
The
Hogs Receipts, $5,00.1; market, 5c 'slight injuries in the fall.
"Matty" Baldwin is on Leach Cross' ambitious and each expected to land
to
the
returned
be
to
result
Bulk of sales.
trail again. He claims that Leach has as manager of the Reds. The
$S.:!58.55: plane had
room
New York, Aug. 22. Trading in
and tory for repairs.
no right to demand a match with Ad U both shirked after being disappointpackers
$S.25S.45;
stocks today was some of the pro- butchers, $8.358.fi0; lights, $8.30
Wolgast until he has wiped out the j ed.
fessional and narrow character as in !S.00; pigs, $G.00C.90.
KNOX OFF TO JAPAN.
defeats that Baldwin holds over
Now the false reports are going
Vancouver, B. C, Aug. 22. SecreCross.
Baldwin is ready to box out about Knabe. I don t think It will the early days of the week. Activity
Sheep Recipts, 4,000. Market, 10c
were again most markPhilader C. Knox passed
Cross, and says thpre won't be any effect his playing, but you never can and strength
higher. Muttons, $3.50'4.25; lambs, tary of State
this morning, en
in
ed
Vancouver
throueh
Amalgamated
coppers,
selling
!
win-I
and
year-wethers
$G.00(SG.f)0;
trouble over the weight question.
toll. At the league meeting last
range
'route
as
some
demand
to
above
with
representative of
Japan
yesterday's
lings, $o.75o.l0; range ewes, ?2.00
Talk about the kettle and the pot tor There was a long discussion ol for Anaconda and
the funeral of
at
States
The
United
the
smelting.
3. So.
doing the Tepartee
stunt; there's this very thing and it was made very
Mutsihito. The sec-- !
as a whole gave way
late
the
group
Emperor
of
railway
statements
false
these
that
nothing to it compared with the has-be- plain
under further selling which bore eviretary and party arrived over the
champs rowing it out. Along offers for certain players work injury dence of
BISTOLFl
PROF.
esCanadian Pacifiic railway and pro-this
liquidation,
being
comes Tommy Burns, who lost the to the team and to the whole league.
ceeded to the Seattle boat.
true
of the coalers as well
pecially
'
ls
ulls
AGAIN
TONIGHT
Tnere
ntn'"K
to
crown
Lil' Artha, and says that the
as Sanadian Pacific and New York
Knabe."
coming back" of Tom Shakey is Hermann" getting
Paducah, Ky., Aug. 22. Resisting
Central.
Steel was under obvious
Fine Imported and Domestic Wines, Liquors
naught but bunk. The soft pedal on
Prof. Bistolfi's orchestra gave anoth- arrest, Joseph Spitzer, 25 years old,
rein
connection
tariff
with
pressure
tliis chatter, Thomas, until you garner
concerts
last
tiheir
of
of- er
an
wounded
charming
and
shot
G
seriously
American
vision rumors.
Tobacco
night, rendering the following as a ficer, killed his young wife, and then
was weakest of the specialties.
a
At
recent scrap in New York,
portion of the program:
committed suicide at his home near
Bonds were easy.
Bob Fitzsimmons got up and announcThe movement became more ani- Overture Poet and Peasant.
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
ised, "I am going back in the ring."
mated on the decline during the noon Schubert's Serenade.
Won Lost Pet. Twill,
"You have been going back for the
COLONEL ASTOR'S WILL
n ede in Tninr Selection from Bohemian Girl.
acl.ariiol
rom TaulV
32
77
.70(1
AGAIN IN COURT.
last ten years," chirped Kid McCoy, New York
Pacific and Reading, while the rest of So"S t0 the Evening Slar
ITS
hauser.
74
.Cfil the
New York, Aug. 22 In comwho was in the audience, and the po- Chicago
active list was steady.
Pink Lady.
44
00
.C00
lice had to interfere.
Pittsburg .
pliance with statutory requirePres- Selection from the
The market closed heavy.
JOHN HAMPEL, Proprietor.
.4S2 sure relaxed somewhat in the final Ave Maria, by Mascagrie.
57
53
ments, covering the birth of a
Philadelphia
Violin Solo 7th Concert by DeBeriot.
CI
53
Cincinnati
.4(15 hour, until
posthumous heir, the will of
shortly before the close.
Colonel John Jacob Astor was
63
50
.442 when Union Pacific and Reading de - irassinS Regiment (special request.)
Louis
; St.
Godard S offered again for probate today.
4T
72
.303 velope.1 increased weakness which af - Berceuse. Cradle Song
'Brooklyn
The audience was delighted as on
Since the will was last probated
S2
. 2SS
79
FINE WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
Boston
fected other prominent issues
a son has been born to Mrs.
the preceding evening, and so popular
AN ALL STAR CLUB.
Family Trade Supplied.
have these concerts been that another
Madeline Force Astor. Surrogate
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
MONEY AND STOCK.
An all star club was selected last
concert will be given this evening at S Fowler set September 4 for re- SANTA FE, N. M.
259
22.
Call
New
St.
Francisco
San
money
York,
Won
Aug.
Lost
Pet.
Sunday consisting of the following
producing the will, but did not
Prime paper 5(fil-2- ;
Silver the special request of a large number
30
.CS7 2
79
players, chosen in the form they are Boston
The program tonight
of our people.
name a guardian for the week
Mexican dollars 4S1-2- ;
Copper
44
.621 62
.72
showing at the present time, especially Washington
old child.
Lead will be largely devoted to selections
4C
67
.593 17.35(517.50; Tin 45.9O46.50
in hitting: Cobb, rf; Speaker, cf; Philadelphia
S7 3 '
4.73;
Amalgamated
4.43(
500
57
57
Jackson, If; Konetchy, lb; Collins 2b; Chicago
desiring
suggests that any persons
THE AMERICAN
10S3-4- ;
03
55
.466 gar 12S ; Atchison
Wagner ss; Baker, 3b; Meyers, c; Detroit
the I'endel'inS of E0,ne special number
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
k'
13S3-4- ;
Central
Yor
New
Northern
C5
52
.452
Marsans and Sweeney, utility men; Cleveland
uu.
unite department Ol tne interior,
leave a request at uie
1151-2:- :
Pacific
Northern
lqS
73
.354
..40
Marouard, Mathewson, Wood, John- New York
and the piece will De given during
u. g. Land Office at Santa t e, N.
1681-2- ;
Pacific
Southern
111;
Reading
St.
77
Louis
Alexander
37
and Rucker, pitchers.
.323
son,
the evening.
August 15, 1912.
731-2- ;
1701-4- ;
Steel
Pacific
Vnion
All these players except the pitchers,
'
is hereby given that David
Notice
112
pfd.
are batting over .300 this year, the
WESTERN LEAGUE.
Quintana, of Pojoaque, New Mexico,
ST. LOUIS WOOL.
HOT ICE MADE
lowest man being Wagner at .314. A
Won Lost Pet.
who, on July 19, 1909, made Homestead
22.
Wool,
St. Louis, Mo., Aug.
fan from Huntington, W. Va., thinks Denver . .
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SE
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BY
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territory
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mediums,
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22. Prof, SE
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Mass.,
Aug.
Cambridge,
'
St. Louis, Mo., Aug. 22. Lead,
2b, .320; Lobert, 3b, .344; Turner, ss, s'ioux' Cit"
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SE
E
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E. Bridgman, of the department of NE
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..60
.496
(trade mrk water markI
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66
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..37
Harvard,
physics
$7.00.
iviagee, u, .oi; Arcner, c, .zo,; I 'as - Topeka
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making "hot ice." He has manu-- ; 10, Township 19 N., Range 6 E., N. M.
GRAIN AND PROVISIONS.
Kerr, uiimy oiuneiuer, ,6ib; Zimmerfactured
some, having a temperature P. Meridian, has filed notice of intenChicago, 111., Aug. 22. Wheat, Sept. of 173
man, utility Inflelder, .366; Gregg,
proof, to esFahrenheit and he is tion to make three-yea- r
degrees
93.
93
Dec.
Dubuc, Richie, Baumgardner, Plank
confident
can
make it even hotter. tablish claim to the land above dehe
541-2- .
721-2- :
Dec.
Corn, Sept.
and Rixey, pitchers. This, of course,
The hot ice was produced by put-- ! scribed, before Register or Receiver,
Oats. Sept. 32
is a powerful team, with every man on
NATIONAL.
water under a pressure of more U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, . New
ting
Pork, Sept. 17.87
it, except Archer, batting over .300,
first-cla- ss
Boston at Chicago.
than
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atmospheres (300,000 Mexico, on the 10th day of October, only realized the business-buildin- g
power
Lard, Sept. 10.S0.
hut it does not compare with the origto the square inch). In ap-- I 1912.
Brooklyn at St. Louis.
pounds
10.90.
Ribs.
Sept.
inal selection in actual strength. With
Claimant names as witnesses:
at Cincinnati.
stationery, you would choose your own Bond Paper and
pearance the hot ice was similar to
CHICAGO LIVE STOCK.
the exception of Daubert In place of Philadelphia
Pedro Gomez, Severo Gonzales,
New York at Pittsburg, Two games
brand
in
the
use.
Regeneral
subordinate
Chicago, III., Aug. 22. Cattle
Konetchy at first base, it has not a
Gonzales, Dalfido Gomez, all not intrust its selection to
man who could be shifted to the other
ceipts, 5,500; market, best strong,
of
New
Mexico.
Ildefonso,
AMERICAN.
FRANCE
ACCEPTS NEW
others weak. Beeves, $3.S510.60;
club and add strength to it, and its
to make
business
MANUEL R. OTERO,
And.
PROPAGANDA IN TURKEY.
Chicago at New York.
western
Texas
$5.006.55;
steers,
pitching staff is not nearly so strong.
Register.
Cleveland at Boston.
feed100
would
efficient, you
specify
It would have to get all the breaks
steers, $6.258.85; stockers and
Detroit at Washington.
Paris, Aug. 22. France has acceptwestern cows and
to win a series of seven games
a
Hay fever and asthma make August
ed in principle the nroject of Caunt
St. Louis at Philadelphia, two ers, $4.40(ff7.25:
contest with the first cluh.
of intense suffering to many
heifers, $4.23 8.20; calves, $6.50
Leopold Von Berchthold, the Austro- - a month
games.
10.23.
A LEAN YEAR.
people.
Foley's Honey and Tar
to
secure
Hungarian
foreign
minister,
Hogs Receipts, 14.000; market, 5c gradual autonomy for all the Euro- Compound gives prompt ease and reMen prominent in big league baseball councils here declare that the
higher. Light, $S.10S.70; mixed, pean provinces of Turkey.
lief, and is soothing and healing ti
the inflamed membranes.
Wm. M.
$7.908.fi3; heavy, $7.S0'S.57
present year will be a lean one for
6everal of the major clubs, although
rough, $7.S08.00; pigs. $5.C0S.15;
Merethew, Me., says; "A few dose3 of
AMERICAN.
none of them is likely to actually lose
At New York.
R. H. E. balk of sales, $8.00(5 8.60.
BAND CONCERT.
X Foley's Honey and Tar Compound remarket.
20,000;
money. The big money makers will. New- - York
Sheep Receipts
.4 30 2
"There's a Girl in Havana,"
X lieved me of a severe attack of asWater-Maroe as usual, tne New York Nationals, ithicago
thma and less than a bottle caused e
9 13 1 steady to 10c up Native, $3.254.35;
,
March
..Goets & Sloane
Boston Red Sox, both Chicago clubs,) Warhop
and Sweeney;
"Incense" Mprcean Character- - X complete cure." Refuse substitutes.
Taylor, western, $3.254.30; yearlings, $4.40
The De Luxe Business Paper
the Pittsburghs, Washingtons and Walsh and Schalk.
Q6.40; lambs, western, $6.40 7.30.
G. H. Holmes X For sale by all druggists.
istic
CHICAGO GRAIN.
Athletics.
"Romantic" Overture
COUPON
because by comparison you would find
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
W. H. Kiefer X
It is estimated the Giants will yield At Philadelphia (2d game) R. H. E. Chicago, 111., Aug. 22. Wheat was
2 distinctly a waiting market
3 5
"In the Shadows" Stern's popu- today
nearly one quarter million dollars in Philadelphia
BOND is far beyond the average Bond Paper in quality
1 8 1 with prices in the early trading only
(04591)
lar Medley, .arr. C. F. Williams X
The Boston Red Sox have St. Louis
profits.
of
the
.
.
.
and
.
Plank
removed
X
from
and
Waltzes
Matinee"
Interior,
"At
a
the
Department
Lapp; Baumgardner
done phenomenal business at home
yesterday's
slightly
makes stationery
all.
characteir impressiveness,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M,
close.
and abroad and expect to show a net Alexander.
Raymond Howe
1912.
29.
Serenade X
July
September opened unchanged toi "Cloud Light"
profit of $200,000. Estimates on some
productive.
Notice is hereby given that Antonio really
R. H. E.
At Boston
Rockwell
to
and kept
of the other clubs are as follows:
higher at 93
Villanueva of Galisteo, N. M., who, on
Intermezo
Boston
9 10 1 near to the starting point.
"Hula Hula"
Chicago Americans, J17a,00Q
today. And see the
specify
X July 8, 1907, made homestead entry
P. Wenrich
0 2 2
a
off to
Cleveland
December started
Chicago Nationals, $150,000.
for'
11718
Section
NW
14,
Two
Let us show you samples.
difference.
Collins and Carrisan; Kaler, Mitch- shade up at 92
Step VNo.
and rested at
"Ragtime Violin"
Pittsburg, $100,000.
X Township 13 N., Range 9 E., N. M. P.
I. Berlin
ell, Walker and Carisch end Adams. 92
Washington, $100,000.
'
'
MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, AGENTS.
NEW
Director. X Meridian, has filed notice of Intention
B. Ramirez
The close was steady with SeptemBrooklyn, $50,000.
8anta Fe, N. M.
to make final
proof, Jto estab- Were it not for the 50 per cent diDecember
At PittBburg (1st game.) R. H. E. ber c higher at 93
c

c

v.,...:,

c

c

4

4

Pope Motor Cycle

five-yea-

c
c

K1

c

....

2

;

e

THE JHJHHY HOTEL

1

fG.75-10.50-

s

something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
rooms
these moderate
day. Try
Fire
with bath, and you
pleased.
Proof Annex, every
with bath,

This

jt0

MARKETS.

hydro-highe-

r.

n

1

PEERLESS BAR

w

I

O F THE
CLUBS

STcHNDIN

i

AND CIGARS

GREGG & COLE, Props.

1.'

....

j

BASEBALL

COLORADO SALOON

......

'r..
2

PRESSURE
TONS

2

2

2

4

4

4

4

--

4

4

j

4

4

4

l

2

4

4

2

4

4

Y

TODAY'S REPOR1

fXVV

'Sl

IF, YOU BUSINESS MEN
of

a

if you wanted

your

stationery

TODAY'S GAMES

(Pac-Simi-

'

that

and

c

8

c

-

that

Just

COUPON BOND

,

THR1S

BANK

WTED STATES

&

personals

TRUST CO.

big gold

strike

m

Seasonable

from Estancia, is a
UNLl A
business visitor in Santa Fe.
!
Alberto Trujillo s here on business
from Encino, a guest at the Coronado. THE ALLEGED GREAT FIND IN TAOS COUNDoes
Elias Clark, of A'caide, arrived yes-- '
,
TY PROVES TO BE ONLY A WILD STORY
terday and is a guest ct the Palace
hotel.
WITHOUT FOUNDATION.
NO UNUSUAL
T. B. Querey, from Carlsbad in the
VALUES.
Your Patronage Solicited
Pecos valley, is in town registered at
125 Palace Ave.
iiit; .Montezuma.
A. Mennet, who has been up in the
few
the
During
past
days La Tir
northern pans, came in last night. Peak in Taos county lias been a point
H. F STEPHENS, Cashier,
1. 6 LAUGHLIN, President
He is stopping at the Palace.
of big interest. It has been reported for sale within the reach of those of
W. E. GRIFFIN Asst. Cashier
M. C. Hogshead,
of Albuquerque, that a great gold strike had been limited mei.'.is. houses that are well
came up to spend a week in Santa Fe. made there; that fabulous values had constructed, near
parks,
provided
been uncovered: that th- assays of with good water, safe sewerage and
Hp is registered at the Coronado.
XX. XV. Burden,
the head of the the precious yellow nutal ran into ample police and lire protection. WithFoote company, of Albuquerque, is in the thousands; that a new Goltlfield m" ,ll(,s-- accessories, no matter how
had been developed; that, prospectors favored a city n.ay be with railway
the city stopping it the Montezuma.
Established 1856
Incorporated 19 0
with
P. E. Jleztaff,
from Domingo, is by the hundreds were dm king to the and water shipping facilities,
areas for factory development,
with
stopping at the Montezuma. He came Eldorado. It proves to be but a repein from tiis home last night on busi- tition of the same old
story, sent abundant supplies of raw material, it
broadcast as so many stories of great cannot hope to attain to the greatest
ness.
in commercial and manufacE. L. Medler, of Lis Cruces, is up gold strikes have been in the west. heights
turing industries.
to spend a few days in the capital. There is nothing to it.
"Here is a city that has a live busiThe following was received
this
While in town he will be at the Monat ness organization. The city has wonmorning touching the condition
tezuma hotel.
derful
for development,
Hon. .1. M. Hawkins, the prominent the supposed new gold find, which but theopportunities
BIG BARGAINS IN
exact
condition
opportunities are more evifound
the
gives
upon
lailroad man of Alamagordo, arrived
dent than the actual demonstrations.
Inst night and is registered at the investigation:
"Since my arrival in Taos I have Some one says; 'I've been reading
Montezuma.
two about city dans. Let's have a city
H. 1.. liickley came down from Ra- personally interviewed at least
beautiful,
to plan and make ourselves
been
Cerro
have
who
at
10c
persons
Huck Towels,'
now 5c, Regular value
ton last night to bp in the Capital
and happy as well as
find
about
out
the
the
truth
gold (trail, healthy
big
" 20c
a
for
" 19x45
few
City
and ri h." There's the chance,
days, attending to strike. Both these
tOe,
gentlemen inform pteat
business interests.
" 20c
Bath Towels, 18x36
me that tihis story is purely a fake. the duty of the hading commercial
10c,
Captain Fred Fornoff and Sergeant They do say, however, that there has body to step in and say: 'Yes. let's.'
" 30c
" 24x40
20c,
John Collier. X. M. M. P.. returned been
found some ore that shows good I' has the machinery the machinery
" 35c
ExtraHeavy,2445
25c,
yesterday from Estancia where they assay values but this is nothing more of brains, enthusiasm and energy in
" 50c
take up such a subjeet and urge it.
"
" 28x52
went to attend court.
than the usual find. There is no stam- XX'
35c,
hat if the suggestion comes from
"
Among those who arrived from the pede into that country at all. There
Bath Mats
$1.15
85c,
some one not even engaged in busiDuke
old
a
time
few
were
R.
are
as
WhitH.
prospecCity
usual,
yesterday
White Quilts,
Reg. Val. $1.25
now$
or at least not recognized as a
ing and XV. W. Burden. Both are reg- tors still grubbing around the hills ness,
leader in business, possibly not a
istered at the Montezuma hotel.
.99, " " 1.50
and that is all."
members of a business organization?
Mrs. L. C. Collins and Mrs. .T. W.
Yesterday five men left Santa Fe on The
1.19, " " 1.75
suggestion is a good one. Why
tihe D. & R. (I., bound for the scene
" 2.00
"
Raynoids and children, returned
to
leave it to a small group of individ1.27,
lured
Santa
there
by
of
Fe
the
last
discovery,
big
after
evening
spending
" 2.15
"
to study over, worry over and
several days in the Rito de los
the reports in circulation, vague and uals
" 2.50
"
finally give up because it looks too
which
but
canon.
were,
uncertain
they
though
1.89,
large? If the chamber of commerce
White Dimity Quilts,
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Wood have were persistently kept alive by those takes it
1.75, " " 2.25
up the newspapers will take
than
leased the house 101 South College who cared more for excitement
" 1.50
"
i; tip. and the success is in sight at
Fringed
for
realities.
street
formerly occupied by Mr. and
the start.
Thus another get rich quick fable
1.59, " " 2.25
Mrs. Fairfield and have taken up their
""What does such a movement
usual
the
ending.
to
is
tawdry
brought
residence there.
Vl'lva?
deal. Hani
XVell, a
Dresses in
good
Ladies' Fine Mull and Batiste, One-pieJ. P. McXuIty, of Cerrillos, who is
The
one
for
v.o'ii.
thing.
secretary
all colors, elaborately trimmed with fine lace insertion:
KANSAS CITY TOT
V i'.l
connected with the Tiffany turquoise
have to fill in more compactly
SKULL
WITH
FOUND
Values
$10.00
$8.50
$12.00
$6.50
.
of his day.
will
Regular
mines, came into town yesterday to
CRUSHED WITH STONE. the working hours
look after some land matters. He exNow For Only
probably have to add a few hours to
$1.99 $1.99
$1.99
that day. and then burn some mid-- '
pects to leave for home tonight.
piaymates of Four Year Old Joseph n'ght oil. Committees will have to
Him
Windows
The
Our
Misses
See
Be
Killed
Once
of
Have
Out
Closed
Must
Timmerman May
Kaster,
Topeka,
of
sacrifice
work. Some personal
the charming daughters of Chief Sur-- ;
and Placed His Body Under Brush
time will have to be made to fulfill
Santa Fe railgeon Kaster, of
Heap.
Some leadcommittee engagements.
way, are visiting this week 'in this
members scenting a possible rise
ing
the
22.
of
Mrs.
Kansas
Diaz.
With in
city,
guest,
City, Mo., Aug.
taxes will throw cold water on the
A. A. Keen, Dr. Wroth and Paul his skull crushed, the body of four
If
and threaten to resign.
project
who
Tent sch, who came up from Albuquer- year old Joseph Timmerman,
do resign (and they do not as a
they
que to be present at, the banquet disappeared last Sunday while at play rule) others can be secured. Kntlius-iasgiven in honor of Senator Castellot, near his home here with a number of
must be kept at a high pitch, but
companions, was found today in a back of the enthusiasm there must
left for home yesterday evening.
gully off the Park boulevard in the be serious work. The experience
of
Miss Gladys Mandell, one of the Northeastern
part of the city. The other cities must be ascertained. It
Duke City's most popular belles, who
uou. nan covered witn nrus 1. evi- - may be that traction companies will
has been the guest of Miss Salome
dfm,v ,,
Wn (lraKKM, to UlP spot be called upon to expand vast sums
of
Salmon
this citv for the past few and the
the boy was for a
police
of their systems,
x days, returned to her home yesterday. murdered. Sincebelieve
the boy disappeared for rearrangementeomp-ise- s
an imH.
Charles E. Linney, section director his
transportation
companions, who range in age
of city plarninc. Housportant
part
f) o? the local weather bureau office left from 4 to
7, told conflicting
stories
you
conditions will have to be Improva last evening for Denver, Salt Lake
him.
The coroner will in- - ing
regarding
ed. To accomplish these great things
?
Grand
to
f
be absent
Junction
GOOD
City and
,
vesttgate.
v ten days or two weeks.
intelligently experts shout 1 be re-He is on a
of
tained experts in landscape architec-- i
'pleasure and business trip combined. CHAMBER COMMERCE
ture. experts in sanitation, li street
' His son Edward will remain in Den- before
MEETS TONIGHT.
ver with friends until his father's re- paving. That takes money,
turn.
''It is (piite likely vhat the average
(Continued from page one.)
)
city council will not have awakened
Rev. C. B. Stephens, of Chadron.
the
for spending
spending a tinental automobile route and is just to the necessity
flJ.Xeb., who has been
for such fancies as
couple of weeks in the Ancient City beginning to enjoy the benefits to be people's money
with his brother, H. F. Stephens, re- - derived from this. It is no rare thing they may term them. A few citizens:
Phone, Red 189.
b
home this morning. XVhile out to see a mud bespattered auto come should not be permitted to stand that
:
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico- fit turned Mr.
1 1 9 San Francisco St.,
although they have been doIiere,
Stephens visited several into our city making the cross ooun- - expense,
The board
in many instances.
it
ing
places of historical interest, including try run. Several cars have come in of
trade can afford to assume that ex- the Puye excavations in the Rito de this week. One making the trip
TV..
f.llm- !lft0P
from Xow York to Los Angeles, and
los Frijoles canon.
.
inc,n,:)
tt,e
inw
S!ll'e
to
il
is
the
that
Prophesy
holding
M. S. Groves, member of the state
of the experts. There is still
part
Ocean
to
Ocean
convention here this
returned
commission,
corporation
work for the business organizations
year will greatly stimulate the auto
from a trip to Carlsbad.
to do. These reports must be conover tne out Trail.
tramc
Mrs. A. C. McIIvane, her daughter
to the masses of the people so
The matter of better freight
and veyed
left this
Helen and XX'. C. Hateley
and so intelligently that
generally
service
Fe
to
will
be
Santa
passenger
will demand their adoption, and
morning for their 'home in Chicago, discussed and
they
which
will,
steps taken,
Day or Night Phone, 130 Red.
of course, means a bond issue,
License Numbers,
They expect to stop over a couple of if carried out,
give our city a much that, or small
according tothe size
days in Colorado Springs and in Den- better service.
large
Next Door to Postoffice.
This is when the city
ver. XVhile in town, they were the
are a number of committee of the city.
There
have to act. If it sees'
guests of Mrs. A. M. Bergere.
to be made, as well as other council will
sentiment back of the
Mrs. J. B. Hayward who has been reports
matters of importance to come before a strong public
visiting in Ohio for the last three, the chamber. Come out and boost for plan it will invariably act favorably,
months returned to Santa Fe today. Santa Fe.
"Surely it is worth while. Surely
i' is witihin the province of the busi-- ;
City planning will be another topic ness
organization.
for consideration.
It is the crystalized
"XVhile the results will be of permain
of
of
countless
effort
years
product
and inestimable value to the city,
SEND THEM TO
of improvement work. On this nent
KAUNE
H.
CO. times
will be very material to the as-- :
.they
subject Richard B. XVatrous, secretary: sociation that fathers the plan. Di- iof the American Civic association
sectors' meetings will be well attend-- ;
Isays:
full of life: new support will be;
"Its most ardent exponents admit ed.
in working and contributing
attested
in
still
far
is
thus
N.
that
the
M.
EAST LAS VEGAS,
subject
members.
its infancy, and that many problems
"Having made the house ready, if
remain to be solved. But comprehenaddition a city possesses superior
in
sive city planning has been sufficient-- ! business advantages
to offer they will
ly tested to prove its real value, and
seized. The city will grow, its
to point out the way for the only per-- : be
will become prosperous, and
of people
feet and complete
development
will be happy."
withal
they
These very facts
ideal communities.
add to the importance of applying to
the subject the best thought, the
greatest energy and the most enthusiasm in making the city planning a
science perfect in every detail.
organiza"XXrhy should commercial
tions take up such a subject? Most of
them have been considered
in promoting their industrial activities. They have been keen to reach
out for new manufacturing plants, to
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY
assist tihose they already had. But
to the thoughtful observer of the needs
Fire, Life, Accident,
of a city, it would appear that they
of
Plate Glass, Etc. Etc.
half
been
have
performing only
their natural functions.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
"When an individual invites a guest
The Daily Receipts of
to his house, he sees to it, or his good
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
wife does it for him, that his home is
immaculately clean and tlhat every
provision is made for the guest's com104DON GASPER ST.
Telephone 9 W
fort, convenience and pleasure; but
City Property, Farms,"
Go Like Hot Cakes
in the face of what he would do as
Ranches, Orchards,
THEY ARE FINE, TRY THEM an individual the official of a business
Land! Grants,
for
not
es
A Man's Face Is Often His Fortune
guests
organization invites,
a few days, but as permanent resiI
Or at Least His Capital
Five Widely Different
of men, women and
All kinds of FRUITS and VEGE dents, thousands
too often lacking in
a
to
children
city
Magazines
Where Do You Get Shaved ?
TABLES received daily. If you practically all the essentials that cona
Want Representative
SAWYER'S IS THE BEST PLACE want nice Fruits and Vegetables tribute to good living.
"The city wants to increase its
To Cover Local Territory
Give Him a Trial. East of the Plaza.
call on us.
Of
population by attracting additional
There Is Big Money for the
laboring men, skilled and unskilled,
or
woman,
Man
right person.
must have specific advantages to offer
NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND
young or old. If you want work
Schools and
conditions.
in
194.W., Room 24
for one hour or 8 hours a day,
H.
KAUNE
GQ. schoolliving
EXPRESS LINE.
teachers are not enougn; merei Telephone
write at once to
must be playgrounds and playground
LAUGHLIN BUILDING,
PUBLISHING CO.,
THE BUTTERICK
there must be parks, clean,
directors;
161.
Red
Butterlck Building, New York.
well shaded streets, attractive resiLeave Orders at Butt Bros. Drug Store
NEW A1EXK
dence centers, with houses to rent and SANTA FE,
D. Robinson,

CAPITAL 850,00000
a General Banking

Five
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Big"

Millinerv

Business

ODDS

Sale On

SHIRTS

RFf.ri

AND ENDS

on all our Men's Shoes

MRS. W. LINDiiARDT,

SHOES AND
F

cv

W

all this week
J

Their Regular Value

K

K

SHIRTS on sale

i

J

At

AR

Only 90c Each

JULIUS H.GERDES

W

Special Sale for Saturday, August 24th
Gingham, fast colors, . . 5 cts.

ISELIGMAM BROS.COMPANY

...

Good Bleached Muslin,
Ladies' Black Hose,
Children's Cold Hose,
All Silk Ties,

Towels, Bath Mats, White Quilts, Etc.

5

.

.

5

5
15

.

.

cts.
cts.
cts.
cts.

All OXFORD SHOES of every description at half price and
a great many other bargains too numerous to mention.

SEUGMAN

ADOLF

GOODS

DRY

CO

.75,

"DS

r.49,

Some

i

Fri-jole-

FURNITURE ITEMS

Bird's Eye Maple Bedroom Suits,

.99,

Bungalow or Twin Brass Beds.

in--

ce

...

A

J)500000

THE

AKERS-WAGNE-

FURNITURE

R

CO.

SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

I

FIRE

INSURANCE

FIRE

TO LOAN

on improved business property only. Why not
have and purchase a
put this with what
income property We have for sale some
the best residence property Jn the. city. See
us
closing a deal elsewhere.

IN ALL ITS BRANCHES

UNDERTAKING

ts

1

Special Sale on all Ingrain Delton Carpets!

$1.99

at

1

uptothe-minut- e

MODERN

DWELLING

WITH S LARGE ROOMS
besides Pantry and Bath ;
lot 90x175

ber

Z

fH

ft.,withanum- -

shade and fruit trees. Five blocks from plaza. Will ff

of

'

quote SNAP price to immediate purchaser.

C

7Z

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,

Li.

n

Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.

rn

'

O. C. WATSON & CO.

LIABILITY

HEALTH

ACCIDENT

-

...-.-.ff-

SWEET PEAS

-

,;'

MULLIGAN & RISING,

JAMES C. McCONVERY,

FUNERAl DIRECTORS

Phone.

W

415

204.

Palace Avenue

66-6-

:

When Your Glasses Break

3.

TAUPERT, MFG. OPTICIAN,

Lenses ground either to match broken ones
or to Occulists' Prescription.

WORK RETURNED

BY FIRST MAIL.

8

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.

I

5
's

Large assortment of the Best and Latest Patterns
STERLING

y2

HAND DECORATED

Gold

X

SILVER.

CHINA, WATCHES, CLOCKS.

and Silver Filigree Jewelry in all the Patterns.
JEWELS AND PRECIOUS STONES.

Reliable Jeweler

H. C. YONTZ,

San Francisco
Street-

-

FOR SALE!

J01MAYES

cts Per Pound

in

.Special and Staple Patterns of High tirade Table Silverware.

While they last
which will
not be long,

APRICOTS

i

SILVERWARE AND JEWELRY.'

f
I

BIGGEST BARGAIN IN CITY
front lots on"Gal-iste- o
Three Sixty-foRoad, three blocks from Capitol
MUST BE SOLD AT ONCE!
ot

INSURANCE

BUY NOW

cAutp

LEONARD

M

W

REAL ESTATE

LasCrucesCantaloupes

Etc

Easy-Sellin-

i
AUTO GARAGE
THE BEST EQUIPPED GARAGE IN THE CITY
DOES ALL KINDS OF MACHINE WORK

Surety Bonds

g

All Kinds.

S.

Phone

a

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Onalitv

j

Cor.
Seligman
and

Water
Sts.

REPAIRING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
ONLY EXPERIENCED MACHINISTS

Cars to Hire by Hour, Day or Night.
THE ONLY MODERN GARAGE IN THE CITY.
Phone your cat
Giving the best service at all times.
SUPPLIES OF EVERY

DESCRIPTION

ON HAND.

THE McCORiWICK AUTO )CO.

!
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THE SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA.
SJ

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce
The Santa Fe New Mexican
Published Daily
The New Mexican Review
English Weekly
El Nuevo Mexlcano
Spanish Weekly

Sp

The New Mexican Printing Co., Publishers
Bronson M. Cutting
Charles M. Stautfer

President
General Manager
Editor
Associate Editor

J.Wight Giddings

William F. Brogan
SUBSCRIPTION
year: by mail
Daily, six months, by mail

$5.00
$2.50

Daily, per

Weekly,

per year

Beautiful Illustrated Booklet on request.

Daily, per quarter, by mall

$1.25

Daily per quarter, by carrier

$1.50

so much to give it

REMARKS

50

"All of Today's News Today"

See's got the
Now quit knocking.
job, the nominating power and the
entire Trivial layout.

How do you expect to get a job,
fyou poor Boob? Don't you know that
Romero's have had the first call
The appointment of Secundino Romero as I. S. marshal for New Mexico the
1SS3?
since
is in itself too unimportant to deserve trtie space we have given it in these
columns. Romero's career in this state is too well known to enlarge upon.
The Taft forces have again enjoined
After all, he is merely a tool iu the hands of men abler and more unscruputhe Roosevelt forces in Kansas. It's
lous than he.
awful to be so handicapped with a
What is of significance in the affair is the light it sheds on the character
temperament.
judicial
of the Chief Executive of the United States. Mr. Taft was well aware of all
ihad
been told them repeatedly, by many of the
the facts about Romero. He
President Taft has saved the commost prominent citizens of New Mexico. It is safe to say he has never heard
merce court out of the wreck. It
one word in commendation of Romero except from the most strictly partisan
same thing as
sources. He lias never heard of any act of Romero's which entitles him to amounts to about the
consideration from anybody. And yet, when Senator Catron pulls the strings the Santa Fe fire department saving
the lot.
Mr. Taft sits down and meekly signs the appointment.
It must be evident at last to every observer in New Mexico what man
Senator Pankey says that Sandoval
ner of President we have. Many a man, blinded by Mr. Taft's distinguished
services on the bench, in the Philippines, as secretary of war. has refused to county is rich in natural resources.
believe in his personal complicity in what has been done by his advisers and The trouble is that Sandoval county
friends. Many a man has said "Taft is misguided. He will come to his senses ought to get a trifle more natural resoon." Let there be no mistake now. Taft knew exactly what he was doing sources on the tax roll.
when he appointed Sec. Romero. He appointed him just the same.
We can think of no instance in American history, where a man's moral
That Philadelphia alderman who
fibre has weakened so rapidly and so completely as in the case of Mr. Taft. admits that he has been a pick pocket
No president ever entered the White House with fairer prospects.
After robber and confidence man seems to
Roosevelt's administration, it was not hard to be a progressive.
The trail us the logical man to succeed Penrose
had been blazed; all Mr. Taft had to do was to stick to it. The old repub as head of the
Pennsylvania machine.
lican bosses had fought his nomination.
He had won out. He owed them
nothing. He stood before the American people independent, universally reso the
The king of Montenegro,
He
spected, pledged to "follow out the policies of Theodore Roosevelt."
worn the same
had been nominated and elected by progressive votes. For him to be pro- press reports say, has
for sixteen years. However,
gressive was not only the right thing it was the natural, the obvious, the silk tile
that is not the real reason the Mopopular thing. For most men it would have been the easiest thing.
What is the sequel? No sooner in office than Mr. Taftbegins to tempor- hammedans are invading his counize. Cannon and Aldrinh and the men who fought him begin to appear more try.
and more frequently about the White House. Unconsciously the President
takes to these men and others of their kind. He accepts their advice. When
"This is a mandate I must obey."
bill is passed, he forgets his opposition, signs it, apologizes declares James Schoolcraft Sherman
the
for it, praises it. The country protests. He falls back in the arms of his in accepting the nommation. No
inner circle. Crane, Penrose, Barnes and Ballinger run the country. While James, what you should have said
the President plays golf and signs and vetoes bills and makes appointments was: "This is a lemon but it's up to
as he is directed. Little by little he comes to realize his position and accepts me."
it without a murmur of protest. Successive steps in his downward progress
are marked by the Ballinger case, the tariff vetoes, the sadly apologetic
And as far as that is concerned,
western trip of last summer, the primary campaign, the Ohio state convention we don't believe that Judge Long ever
and the stolen nomination at Chicago. At the present date the President of was knocked down by Sec or anythese United States has sunk so incredibly low as to appoint men like Secun- one else. Uncle Tom knows See and
dino Romero to public office in full knowledge of their records, and simply
says he's alright and that ought to be
because he has to take orders from a T. B. Catron or a Solomon Luna.
for anyone.
enough
For such a moral degeneration we can have nothing but pity. But we
is
no
the
we
do
for
than
President.
There
the
for
feel sorrier
danger
country
We are getting tired of these peoThere is small chance that anyone of his
that Mr. Taft will be
Sec. Over
caliber will again be a candidate for the presidential chair. But the mere ple filing charges against
"Sec
fact that so weak a man was ever elected to the highest office in the gift of in Las Vegas everyone admiresdemoexcept Judge Long and a few
the American people is enough to make gods and angels weep.
crats who haven't got any business in
0
San Miguel county anyhow.

THE NOMINATING POWER.

h

...

ALWAYS ROOM.

business, but there's
There are never any vacancies in a
always room for a good man.
It is true in all kinds of business.
The whole world is full of good places for a good man.
The practical question confronting every young man is not:
Is a big job ready for you?
But:
Are you ready for a big job?
If you have the right stuff in you. you don't have to go crawling on your
stomach for any man's favor. You don't need to beg for a job as thoug'h you
were asking charity.
But don't swell up and wait for big jobs to come after you with a brass
band. People will not t?ke you at your own unsupported estimate. You have
to show them.
Lots of us envy the man in high place, thinking we could fill it as well
as he does. It's up to us to work up to it as well as he did.
men in a hundred think they each would cut a fine figure if
Ninety-ninpedestal. But there's
be
could
picked up and set upon a ready-madonly they
on.
nobody in the business of making pedestals for others to stand
Men s abilities are measured by what they have done, not by what they
think they could do if somebody else gave mem a cname.
Most all of the men in the world who have amounted to mucn neer uuu
hn-rhMiire until they made it ineniheive.

Here is how they describe a home
run in Boston: McSwipe struck the
ball a terrific blow Dispelled it in a
lateral direction to the uttermost
lengths of the field. By means of this
notable performance he was enabled
to complete the entire circuit of the
bases!
dially.

The audience

"The

applauded

cor-

NOAH DID IT.
Good Ship Ark, Ahoy!" came

the hail from the UTth story of the
United Horseshoe Nail Corporation
building.
neck
his
Noah craned
Capt.
through a porthole and looked across
the vast expanse of waters.
"You forgot to take me on board."
said Mr. Gottoo Much, president of
me im ru,iuuu, uu as uiu6is

e

e

i

r.

the
"Dash Bing it!" exclaimed
Hworld's most famous mariner. "Put
"This great gathering owes its being to a mighty protest by the American .
about quick! Weve gone and fergot
.le against those who have poisoned the wells of democracy. The plat-the octopus!'
fortifies
every
It
of
our
democracy.
form is the guarantee of the genuineness
So Noah was to blame, after all.
to the American comtheory of government which has ever given strength
monwealth. In the virtue of our cause we have sterling faith. In the vitality,
LEGAL TITLE.
nonor oi Aiuencau mm-of its principles we believe as we do in tfte innerent
hood."
A. Prendergast at the pro-Thoe words are from the sieech of William
There is no
sound
patriotic.
they
Surely
at
Chicago.
gresive convention
of
intention
an
disruption.
indicate
note in them that would
-t-

1

0

among his "encouraging reports from the!
Chairman Hilles may
electors in the
west " the latest one recording the election of the Roosevelt
thousand. Young Mr.
Kansas primary by a majority of from thirty to forty
-i.
Hilles will be forced to go to Washington u inai miiu m imu6
of which he was so largely possessed
chief's
of
his
optimism
an
injection
get
on his notification day.
find

--0-

little wearv of reading about that new Astor
One gets
We cannot for
pay the doctor is getting and all that gush.
see wherein the Astor baby is any more an important adjunct
It is just a piece of
ship of America than anyone else's baby.
to
outgrow.
we
that
ought
0
a

baby, and the
the life of us
to the citizensilly toadyism

n
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THE BYSTANDER

:

What has become of the howls of LaFollette about the terrible wrongs
he has been enduring. They did not seem to rouse anybody.

Banks Say, do you think you own
this house?
Tanks Not eggshackly, but I got a
lean on it.

'

THE "PROGRESSIVE" PARTY.
U the Individual, man or woman, who
useg Foley Kidney pin8 f0r backache)
rheumatism, weak iack, and other
kidney and bladder Irregularities. Fol
ey Kidney Pills are healing, strengthening, tonic, end quick to produce
beneficial results.
Contain no harmful drugs. Never sold in bulk.
Put
up in two sizes in sealed bottles. The
genuine Is in a yellow package. For
sale by all druggists. '

The Security Offered by Our
Safe Deposit Vaults

JrK
tm

wide-sprea-

d

Deposit Locks.
The Yale system of locking is known
around the world as the most sturdy, the
most impregnate.
Every box in our vault is protected by
a special guard mechanism and a double
set of tumblers.
Entrust your valuables to us, they

M.

S. A. AKINS,

Proprietor.
AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.

PLAN.

LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.

SUB-IRRIGATIO-

hefter

forced and barricaded with Yale

THE
PALACE
SANTA FE, N.

V

GOOD SUGGESTION.
One remark made by Prof. Bisto:fl
the other night, duHwg the course of
his excellent concert, and when making the announcement of the numbers
they would play, is worthy 6t special
consideration.
He spoke of the beauties of old
Santa Fe, of the wonderful history, ot
the attractions offered, and urged that
they be retained just as far as possible, and that we do not let the modern entirely overshadow the Interesting and fascinating past.
The professor touched particularly
upon the architecture here, and
that we retln as far as possible the Mission style, or at least a
sty!e that is suggestive of those days
which have preceded these modern
times.
To the Bystander the suggestion
sounded good and sensible and patriotic, in the sense of making Santa
Fe recognized as in a class by itBelf
and distinctive from other towns. If,
to be erectin our buildings
ed, both residential and public, we
would adhere to be Mission style,
we could give to this city a reputaas to
tion that would be
beauty and individuality.
The new Elks club is a gem in
architectural beauty It is noticed by
every stranger, and the comments
made upon it are uniformally favor-abe- l.
It is admired by every one
This little city has so much to attract,

E give to patrons the advantages
of new and modern vaults rein

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE,
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

down-trodde- n

DON'T WORRY.
"I belong to the 'Don't Worry
in
Club,' " is a common expression
these days, and it has its common
senseness and value. We hear from
our scientists who are now mixed in
every field of life, telling how worry
wears upon the physical system and
frazzles the nerves. Yet, there is another side to the "Don't Worry" business. I have noticed ofttimes that the
fellow who states so glibly that he
don't worry puts worry in the hearts
of others. Too often he don't worry
don't worry-abou-t
about what he owes;
or
misfortunes
else's
anyone
failures, and is apt to be selfish and
thoughtless and unreliable. I am not
making a plea for the right to worry
of
nor pleading for the philosophy
worry, but only expressing a little
sympathy for the chap whose failure
to worry compels the other fellow to
do some. I like the philosophy ot
Mrs. Eddy on the worry business, be
cause it has cheer, common sense,
and brings results, and if followed out
would take away the foundation cause
for anybody's worry. It would hit the
one who makes the other fellow wor
ry because he don't worry and thus
takes the whole miserable business of
t'he worrying out of the world.
I am not preaching a sermon on the
doctrine of Mary Baker Eddy as 1
am not what might be considered an
1
orthodox member of her school, but
am a very great admirer of the results of the doctrine she taught and
I find that her followers are about the
in
happiest and most helpful people not
the world, and their ihappiness is
bought at the expense of other peo-a
is
ple's unhappiness, either. It
about
helpful kind of happiness and is
1
the best antidote for worry that
know of in this little old world. It
is effective, and that is the main
thing.

'

will be safe from fire as well as theft.

d

d

Another text in our creed:
elate laws declared unconstiPeople to have right to vote on upholding
and judicial methods;" hmita-tiotutional by court.; "reform of legal procedure
in contempt cases, originatof injunctions in labor dispute.; trial by jury
ing outside of court room.
0
Cobb is that they did not
The defense of the fellows who slugged Ty
as not attending a dinner party beInexcusable
as
is
That
him.
recognize
at a social function
cause you forgot it. or failed to invite a certain guest
of
her.
think
because you didn't
.
0
judicially whether a
tndire
V tiioi,,!,!,.
.
J. uiiouviium ,
o - Is endeavoring to determine
ueu
loDster squirm
lobster suffers when being boiled. We've seen a humanwould
be just as pain-it
if
as
geem
would
naturally
roasted.
It
was
he
being
ful to be boiled.
.
0
and corn and the
A hail storm in Pennsylvania destroyed a lot of oats
Most of us are not so
meat."
earlier
means
"Hail
account,
the
head
papers
altitudinous.
anxious to have our meat early as we are to have it less

reputation abroad,

so much to make oeople desirous of
seeing it, that we vaut, not only to
SEES IT
hold that reputation already gained,
but to add to it and one effective way
to do this is to give it a distinctive
NAMING THE BABY.
This is the year for perpetuating quality. This can.be one easily by
the names of presidential candidates. a style of architecture at once beauThere will be a big grist of Woodrow tiful, with a certain uniformity, and
Roosevelts
and having a definite purpose.
Wilsons, Theodore
possibly here and there a Willy Taft.
The naming of a child after a living
MORE TO THE POINT.
character who has won distinction iu
some field is apt to be fraught with
danger for things move in this coun
try in such a kaleidoscopic way, and
the popular man of today may be thej j
The safe
execrated one tomorrow.
way to keep a child from being compelled to be weighted down witih aa
uncomfortable cognomen is to name
it after some person who is dead and
who carried a good name with him all
through to the end, if it is necessary
to name a kid after some man in public life, as so many people seem to
think it is.
The name of a baby is more lmport-anthan parents ofttimes seem to
Sharp What in the world are you
think. They do not seem to realize
that a boy or girl has to carry their doing?
Mrs. Sharp What am I doing? I'm
name all through lite and many a
the seeds of enlightment to
sowing
one
saddled
time they are
that
with
woman.
i
a burden in after years and is any- poor
Sharp Well, instead of sowing any
thing but a matter of pride. I know a
lot of people who wish their parents more seeds you'd better go home and
had been a little more considerate and sew some buttons on my shirts.
had been possessed ot a little pro
Dr. C. H. Ellsworth,
Dentist, 1C
phetic vision before christening day.
To me, the custom of naming a child Baldwin St., Rochester, N. Y., says
after some man who has suddenly Foley Kidney Pills gave him immediflashed across the political sky and ate relief and strengthened him won"I have been bothered with
may sink into quick and undesirable derfully.
obscurity, is both foolish and danger weak kidneys and bladder trouble and
ous. It may tickle the parent, but it suffered much pain.
Foley Kidney
is not funny for the Child, and is a Pills gave me immediate
relief end
cause for embarrassment all through strengthened me wonderfully,
I am
life.
pleased to recommend their use."
A baby is so helpless in these mat For sale by all druggists.
ters and so innocent of error that the
naming of a baby is more serious than
it looks at the time a name is thought ALAMOGORDO HAS
lessly attached to it.
N
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SIDE LINE

It ain't fair to Mame Sec because
all the other Romero's had jobs too.

Payne-Aldric-

VALLEY RANCH, N. M.

THE VALLEY RANCH,
RATES

Weekly, six months

$1.00

Pjm

'fjitJ!

ear Round.

The Ranch of the RockiesOpen the

Alamogordo, Aug. 22. L. N. Jones!
deserves credit for being the first
truck farmer in this section to put in
a
Mr.
Jones
system.
has already won fame as a successful
truck grower on a small scale. He
has grown a great quantity of celery,
cabbage, onions, lettuce, turnips and
me line tnis season, in the mean
time he has been studying the science
of
Now he is busily
putting in a system, using the regular
Mr. Jones
tiling.
that with the system of
he can irrigate five to ten
times as much land with the same
water that he now uses on surface irAt the same time
rigation.
never interferes with cultivation nor harvesting, therefore by the
system of irrigating under the ground
instead of on top of the ground, requires less water and allows greater
returns. Mr. Jones is the first man
to put in a
system in
this vicinity, and as George Carl was
the first to successfully put down a
shallow well pumping system, demonstrating the practicability of pumping
v.ater for small tracts of land, so also
will L. N. Jones be the pioneer in the
of
way of inaugurating a campaign
putting in
systems.
fig-uie-s

European Rate, $1.00 and up,
American Plan, $2.50 and up,

Meals, 50 Cents.
Rooms en suite with or without private bath.
Local and Long Distance Telephones in
rooms. Hot and cold running water,

steam heat, electric lights.

LARGE. FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.

n

n

MRS. SCOTT'S
SUFFERING OVER

The Montezuma Hotel
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
Central Location.
Large Sample Room.

THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.

How About That Fire Insurance?
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?

Doctors Advised An Opera'
tion. How She Escaped
Told By Herself.

Think About It!
THE

Buckner, Mo. " For more than a year
agonies from female troubles
and the doctors at
last decided there
was no help for me
unless I went to the
hospital for an operation. I was awfully

I suffered

GENERAL

--

MOULTON-ESPAGENTS.

:

Then Act!

COMPAN V

E

:

:

SANTA

FE, N. M.

ZARAPERIA MEXICANA,

against that opera-tioEDDY DELQADO, PROPRIETOR.
and as a last
MANUFACTURER OF
resort wrote to you
for special advice
MEXICAN BLANKETS, RUGS. PILLOW TOPS, NAVAJO PATTERNS,
and I told you just
Both Native and Germantown Wool Used.
what I suffered with
Orders Taken and Promptly Filled.
List.
Price
for
Send
bearing down pains.
1 19 Don
backache, shooting pains in my left
Gaspar Avenue.
side, and at times I could not touch
my foot to the floor without screaming.
I was short of breath, bad smothered
spells, felt dull and draggy all the time.
ONE DOLLAR BUYS
I could not do any work, and oh bow I
One Thousand Dollar? in Accident Insurance for one year in the
dreaded to have an operation.
OCEAN ACCIDENT
INSURANCE COMPANY.
"I received a letter full of kind adLet
Our New
us
Explain
which
I
vice,
followed, and if I had only
TRAVEL INDEMNITY POLICY
written her a year ago I would have been
saved so much suffering, for today I am
This contract is a winner.
For those who travel.
a well woman. I am now keeping house
GENERAL AGENTS
&
HALL K00M2IBTLAICITY
HALL
again and do every bit of my own work.
Every one in this part of the country
knows it was Lydia E. Pinkham's VegeSubscribe for the santa Fe New
You cannot get up to date printing
table Compound that has restored me to
material Mexican, the paper 'hat boosts all
health, and everywhere I go I recom- jDlesa you have
mend it to suffering women." Mrs. and facilities. The New Mexican ot the time and works for
the unLizzie Scott, Buckner, Mo.
Printing Company has both, and at
ct our new State.
the same time expert mechanics. building
If yon want special advice write to Your orders are elway assured per
A little want ad costs but a few
Lydia E. Plnkhim Medicine Co. (conf- sonal attention.
cents and brings wonderful results
idential) Lynn, Mass. Tonr letter will
be opened, read and answered by a
Latest sporting news In the Santa when published in the New Mexican.
Try one.
woman and held la strict confldenoe. Fe New Mexican. Read it.
n,
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CfST '2?. I0"?.-

as filed notice of intention to make
r
final
proof, to establish
claim to the lai... above described, before Register or Receiver, XI. S. Land
Office, at Santa Fe, Xew Mex., on the
9th day of October, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Crecencio Roybal, Pablo Gonzales,
of Pecos, Xew Mexico; Manuel Delga-do- ,
of Santa Fe, New Mexico; Juan
Ramirez, of Pecos, Xew Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Registei
.

five-yea-

nt of the Interior.
and Office at Santa Fe, N.

M.

August 9, 1912.

Pecos Forest.
Notice is hereby given that Miguel
Lamy care of Fablo Gonzales, Pecos,
New Mexico, on August 23, 1907, made
Homestead .Application No.
S
NW
NE
for SW
XW
Section 8, Township
SW
17 X., Range 12 E., X. M. P. Meridian,
0472S-11-90-

2

4

4
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NEWS OF THE STATE
OVER-HEATE-

Mr. Ingram
The little girl
while on her way
came
to Xara Visa, from their place about
two miles out. Mr. Cisco on coming
to town from his house found her ly-- ;
ing on the roads ami got a rig and
brought her to town where she soon
recovered Nara Visa New Mexican.
of

be-

over-heate-

NOW READY.
Express Prepaid, $3.00.

Send your orders in now for this latest
volume covering the decisions of the
Supreme Court up t January 15. 1912.
We also carry in stock all numbers from
one to fifteen inclusive. Copies of the
Compiled Laws of 1897 and all subse's
quent Session Laws. Money's and
Digests of the NewMexico Reports.
Missouri Code Pleadings and Missouri
Pleading Forms.
Der-den-

ter has been diverted, work will
gin on the main part of the dam.

beMaar-

chinery of various kinds ihas been
riving and everything will lie ready
for the beginning of work on the dam
proper. Excellent views of the dam
a
have recently been obtained
by
The movmoving picture company.
ing picture man got very good views
from all points where he could stand
the machine on the solid emu ml but
when he and his machine were given
a ride across one of the steel cable- ways, whioh are more than 200 feet
above the ground, the height and the
swaying motion of the "boat" com-- !
bined to make the "movie" man for-to turn the crank Las duces
Citizen,

received a phone message that his son
had shot himself. He soon found Dr.
Stone and started for home. Next
oculburn was called out to
day Dr.
tee the boy, and on Sunday the two
doctors amputated tine arm. The last
account we had about his condition
he was getting along very well.
He was about seventeen years old.
Boys should remember that the shooting was the result of pulling the gun
by the muzzle. Royal Nixon is not
the first boy we have published an
account ot shooting himself by pulling a gun oy me muzzie aim as iimai
as bovs continue to mill guns around
by the muzzle other boys will have the
same fate that Royal Nixon has had.
It is sure a great pity for the boy
to loose his arm. It was his right
arm and he will never ave the pleas- ure of joining right hands with his
best girl. He cannot even tie his own
slioestriiiEs anv more like 'he used to
do and if he lives he will be forced to
u livinp- cnni
other wav
in
besides manual labor. Cuervo Clip- -

fav-!e-

i

j

FOR SALE BY

New Mexican Printing Co.,
PUBLISHERS, SANTA FE, N. M.

r-

Sun-sai-

IMCTMH

transac-PULLE-

SUMMER
T OURIST
RATE5
EAST AND WEST
SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.
St. Paul,
$50.35

St. Louis,
$44.35

Chicago,

$50.35

Colo. Springs,

Pueblo,

$18.15

$16.15

Denver,

$21.10
Salt Lake,
$40.00

CALIFORNIA.

San Francisco,

Los Angeles,

San Francisco,

San Diego,

Oakland,

One way via Portland,

$46.90

$55.90

$73.35

On sale daily, to September 30th.

Return limit, Oct. 31st.
SPECIAL EXCURSION FARES.

San Francisco,

Los Angeles,

San Francisco,

San Diego,

Oakland,

One way via Portland

$40.55

$50.55

$67.50

On sale

August 29, 30, 31, Sept. 2, 3, 5, 6.
Return limit, Oct. 31st, 1912.

Liberal Stop Over Privileges.

1912.

Visit the Grand Canyon of Arizona

LOW RATES TO MANY OTHER POINTS EAST AND WEST.

Low Summer Tourist Rates from Colorado and Other Eastern
Points to Santa Fe, New Mexico.
For further information call on or address,

SANTA FE, N. M.

H. S. LUTZ, Agent,

nut

ILJtl

SUMMER
TOURIST
TICKETS
9 On

Sale

Until

Daily,

Sept. 30,

1912.

IN CONNECTION WITH THE NEW MEXICO CENTRAL
CHICAGO,

NEW YORK,

$50.35
$79.35

BOSTON,

ST. LOUIS,

$85.95
$44.35

BUFFALO,
ST. PAUL,

$69.85
$50.35

CLOSE CONNECTION AT TORRANCE
WITH THE

(50LDEN STATE LIMITED

PA D I
rlALlrUnlllA
M

A 1 1

LOS ANGELES

A Goinf via El Paso and Southern Pacific and returning
same route, or via A., T. & S. F.

and SAN

$46.9,0

DIEGO,

SAN FRANCISCO,

$55.90

For further information address Eugene Pox, Qen'l
senger Agt. E. P. & 5. W. System, El Paso, Texas, or
H. A. COOMER,

General Manager N. M. C. R. R., SANTA FE,

PasN. ft

n

HURT THE MELONS.
Monday afternoon the farmers enjoyed one of the best rains that has
fallen in this vicinity in some time,
A iheavy hail storm
prevailed for a
short while on the irrigated farms
west of town and demolished most of
the cantaloupe and watermelon
crop
on the places belonging to Messrs.
Pittman and Eilman. Other farmers
in that neighborhood will loose
part
of their crops on account of the hail.
Most of the melon vines were stripped of leaves altogether, and the melons are pretty badly bruised up by the
particles of ice. It is very seldom that
hail is heavy enough in this country
to materially damage crops and it is
to be regretted that it came at this
time and damaged the earliest crops.
However, the rain fall has been pretty general this year and where the
hail has hurt a few crops it has benefitted others to a greater extent than
the hail did damage. Portales
GREAT WHEAT IN CURRY.
"There is going to be more wheat
sowed this year than was ever known
in the history of New
Mexico," remarked a prominent farmer of Curry
county this week with the information that in his section of the country
wheat had proved a great success and
pointing to the fact that Cyclone Jones
has made twenty-thref
and
bushels per acre, all as evidence that
the crop is a sure one if properly
iplanted and ground properly cared
for.
At prevailing prices, wheat Is certainly a splendid money crop ana
there is little chance for any great
decrease in price for another two
years at least.
A conservative estimate Is placed
at 3,000 acres for Curry county the
coming year, Which if true. Is no great
thing in wheat, but is a start that will
test out the proposition to the satisfaction of all. The majority of people
living in the country are of the belief
that this is a small grain country and
they certainly have sufficient conditions coming about that will give it
a complete tryout. Clovis Journal.
e

one-hal-

ABOUT THE ELEPHANT BUTTE.
Engineer W. M. Reed of the recla
mation service was here Thursday,
He says that work on the big flume
on the Elephant Butte dam is pro--;
gresslng at the rate of thirty cubic
yards of rock and earth excavated
per day. At this rate it Is expected
that the flume will be completed and
the whole river diverted through it
by October 1. With the completion of
the flume just 5 per cent ot the
work on the Elephant Butte dam will
have been completed.
As soon as
the flume is In operation and the wa- -

con-of-

WANT s

Every Woman

mm

and should know
it
ancit the wonderful
MARVEL Whirling Spray
lDtcrt-bte-

The new Vaginal Syringe.
Best most convenient. It
:eanscs instantly.

Apply to

WANTED, a good cook.
Mrs. W. G.

your druggist for it."
If lie cannot supply thrS
MARVEL, acciy: no othe:
but send stamp f'ir illustrated
book sealed. It ives full particu
lars and directions ...valuahle to ladies.
WARvaC0.4Cl23d Street. Ne York"

Sargent.

Ask

sm.b

-

LOOKING FINE NOW.
Wednesday's rain has. undoubtedly,
nlaced us in such condition that all
growing crops will now mature. The
grass will now replenish our pastures
and the cows will pour their golden
stream into the pockets of the wise
farmor
while everything is so
orable let me beseech our
ers to not forget that order for trees
this fall. Begin right now to get
SAD ACCIDENT.
your ground in condition for them.
There was a sad accident in the
last
trees
spring
Not a few planted
afternoon ler.
upper Animas last
and they have made an unusually that resulted in theSaturday
death of
instant
Evansville, Ind., Aug. 22. Blood
good growth, so let us keep the good Marvin Dunagan, the third son of S.
brought on by picking a
work going. La Lande Leader.
poisoning
R. Dunagan.
There was a picnic at
on
her face with a dirty
the Eades place, at which there were pimple
PAINFUL ACCIDENT.
caused the death of Mrs.
need'e
of
of
most
val
the young people
the
Albert Kroenig, son of A. A. Kroe- ley. There were a number of horse A1U""J
ac-- !
nig, of Optimo, met with a painful
races, the last of which was between
cident while hunting in the mountains Marvin and Fred Arnold, a boy of, Avery, Idaho, Aug. 22 Richard A.
'
he
that
stepped
Monday. It appears
about the same age as Marvin. IJn.ltir.vi n otiwliint nt tho I niVpr'KltV
on some cactus, which caused some Marvin lHnt thp nthpr bnv tn thp of Mirhieau. and lUrry Ade, a stud- jpain and he requested his cousin to m.u.k and just as ne pagsed tlle nmrk ent at 1ne University of Montana,
hold his gun, a. 44 Winchester. The hjg norse turned to tke riKht aireot-- ' reached here today after being lost
cousin in an endeavor to assist in re- - ;v. jn front ot th oCher ilorse. Arnold in the St. Joe forest reserve for ten
moving the cactus morns suppea aim ccuid not turn, and his horse struck days. The vonng au?n were assing
caused the gun to go off, shooting Marvin's horse while it was in the the summer in the employ of the for- Albert in the abdomen. He is now in air, knocking him down, with Marvin cst service. Searching parties had!
the hospital at Las Vegas and the underneath. The Arnold horse did given them up for dead,
last report received was that he not fall, but jumped over the other
The pommel of the saddle.
horse.
would recover. Wagon Mound
struck Marvin in the neck, breaking PRQGRESSIUE CALL
it. and the cantle crushed m his cnesr.
STATE CONVENTION
iHe was dead instantly, never so much
ABOUT THE BURRO,
The burro is strictly a Mexico pro- as a tremble. The horse had tender
In accordance with the instructions
rtnr.t nnri hp hns tn be dealt with in mouth and swerved as Marvin was
m inv divers wavs as is demonstrated trying to keep him from running into 0 the executive committee of the pro
on the
gressive party ot tne state, on tne
in the method Jim Hines uses to pre file people who had gathered
in lL'th day of August, 1!12, a state provent them assuming the right of em- - track. Mr. and .Mrs. Dunagan were
A
tnfinf
niara rf Tvlro ia Douglas, where they had gone with a gressive convention is hereby called
so" w" had broke!1 is
t(. be held in the city of Albuquerque,
The thick
made very, very sharp.
s sl
Xew Mexico, on the 10th day of SepnD"nafan
and seemingly impenetrable hide of
,'n
was
.
tal.
hosp
tember, at tlie hour of two o'clock p.
from
burro is yanked
his
up
attended-backbone;
.
and was largely
to nominate one candidate for repday,
m.,
the wire is thrust through
Liberal.
resentative to congress, and three
and a tin can tied thereto and there- - Lordsburg
presidential electors, and the
by. The can though ornamental,
BY THE MUZZLE.
t;011 0f slK.n ot)K.r business as
may
loses all of it's efficiency in prevent-- .
son of S. F. Nixon properly come before the convention,
Nixon,
Royal
ing his crawling through wire fences,
himself in the
Vntil after the election in this state
a favorite diversion of TTis. The can near Potrillo shot,
arm last Friday by pulling a 0n the first Tuesday in November,
is useful also, as a roost for owls and right
of the
gun by the muzzle. We understand 1912, the several counties
to catch
rainwater. Ilavernor
that he had climbed up on a rock and state are entitled to representation in
had reached down and caught the gun the above convention as follows:
by the muzzle and was pulling it up.
Tliey shall be entitled to double the
KEPT EXPLAINING.
when the gun in some way was fired number of delegates that represented
"When McSmith, the popular brake-maf
and the load of shot tore the flesh said counties in the progressive
on the E. P. & S. W., got back
ot his arm.
held at the city of Albuquer-S- .
jvention
last Sunday evening from a short
F. Nixon was in Cuervo when he que, on the 2Sth day of July last, and
hunting trip at Red lake he concluded
to give his rusty shot gun a good
cleaning up. Some way in the opera
tion the hammers were raised and
both barrels were discharged, the
shot flying through the side of the
house and making i noise like one of
Orozco's red dagger squads holding
up the Madero army. In fact some of
the neighbors got Mie idea that the
Mexicans had crossed the line and
were bombarding that section of the
village. It kept Mak pretty busy ex- plaining the occurrence for an hour
or so. Fortunately no one was hurt
and little damage was done, but Mack
says the next time he'll draw the
shells before cleaning his gun Car- rizozo News.
home-build-

Price, $2.70.
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FOR RENT

G

furniture or not,
FOR SALE;

o

room nouse
Aug. 20, D. S.

Two story residence on

representationeach Falace avenue. Lot
lQ lhe foUow. Watson & Co.
number of delegates:

Bernalillo
Chaves
Colfax
Curry
Dona
Eddy

'
3

..12,

witt
Low-itzk-

60x240

feet.

O. G.

WANTED, by an employed gentle- man, a small neatly furnished room
wit'h private family.
References ex- changed. Address 120 New Mexican.

.

3

Grant

iiauijc
Lincoln

.

Luna
McKinley
Mora . .
Otero
Quay
Rio Arriba
Roosevelt
Sandoval
San Juan

.

.

FOR RENT In private family, to
two or four people, two nice sunny
1" rooms; one has private entrance. Next
ii door
to bath, electric lights, tele2
phone. Address "L" care New Mexi- 4 can.
.14
ti

Eleaantlv FurnTSTted Rooms Tor Rent
Rooms elegantly furnished and hay- loi eg all modern conveniences, including
9
electric licht. steam heat and hatha.
H:ln the nTBt Nationa Bank building.
5
Apply to F. M. Jones.

san .nguei
Santa Fe
Siena

1(1

TYPEWRITERS.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
platens furnished. Ribbons and
plies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
Torrance
and rented. Standard makes handled.
Union
"iAll repair work and typewriters guarValencia
Ijjanteed. Pants Fe Typiwriter ,Ex- repre-- ! change.
The county committeemen
Phone 31.
senting the progressive party of the!
several counties above named, are ro
quested to call precinct primary a nu; ATTENTION, STOCK MEN!
county conventions at. as early a date
Tracts of Fine
as possible, for the election of dele
GRAZING LAND IN NEW MEXICO
no
but
to
said
state
convention,
gates
county convention should be held lat- Any. size tract 5,000 acres up
er than September 7th. Until afie Prices
right and on good terms.
the first state election in November.
For information call on or write
should fix;
1!H2, said committeemen
O. O. CARR, CHAMA, N. M.
the number of delegates that each'
precinct is entitled to in the county
WANTED 100,000 people to drink
convention which this committee suggests should be one delegate for ev- the mineral, cool, clear water of the
It can be procured
fraction' Aztec Spring.
ery ten votes or majority
thereof cast for the republican candi- by applying to Mr. Henry Krick, who
date for delegate to congress at the' furnishes same to all the leading saloons and drug stores in the ci'y.
general election of 1!)0S.
ll' contest should arise before tne Why drink muddy water from the hystate convention, the papers in regard drant or pipes when you can drink
thereto should be delivered to the sec- clear and beneficial water from th
retary of the state central committee, Aztec Spring.
CANDELARIO MARTINEZ,
at least twenty-fou- r
(24) hours before said convention meets. All creP"prietor.
dentials and proxies should be delivTRY A DOLLAR'S WORTH.
ered to the secretary in the forenoon
on the day of the convention.
Pin a dol'ar bill to your name and
M. A. OTERO,
oddress, and we will mail the first
Chairman. two lessons in our Shorthand, and we
GEO. V. PRICHARD,
guarantee you will write and read it
Secretary. in a few hours, OH YOUR MONEY
BACK promptly:
YOl RVX NO KISK,
NO LOSS,
Bl'T YOl' GAIN A LOT. You don't
want reminding, that to take a note
in Shorthand of a conversation, a lecture, a sermon, resolution, or a minute; that it stamps you as a brighter
and smarter man than the other fel- low. We teach by mail or personally
at the College. SO EASY, SO TRUE,
SO PROFITABLE all your life.
Avoid procrastination and write
this minute. The man or woman who
puts it off is the one who is always
going to do it, and never does; and
therefore is the one left behind that
ilias to put up with the crumbs in- stead of a good healthy meal, or big
wages; always hits such dilatory peo- pie, for it is they who are failures
in life.
To earn more, learn more.
WRITE NOW.
To the Santa Fe Business College:
I will try to learn your Shorthand.
You promise I can write end read it
in a few days. Very well; 1 here-- :
with pin a dollar bill (or a money or-- j
der, or a cheque) and expect this dollar refunded, if I decide to return the
first two lessons.
Name
Shorthand.
$1 enclosed.
Address for mail
To the Santa Fe Business College:
Send the first lesson in Blindfold
Touch Typewriting.
It teaches me
how to use all my fingers and zny
thumbs or the money back promptly.
Nome
$1 enclosed.
Typewriting.
1

Socorro
Taos

A Con vea tent
Summer " Cooler

-

j

Address

"

NOTICE

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N.
Mex., July 23, 1912.

Made quickly and at a trifling cost

is hereiy given that Chas.
son and heir of Bridget
Siringo, who on June 11 1908, made
Homestead Entry No. 1448G, for Lot
NW
Sec. 3, N
SW
7; SW
Section 10, Township 1C N. Range 9
E., Area 140.70 acres N. M. Meridian,
has filed notice of intention to make
final Homestead 5 year proof, to establish claim to tihe land above described, before U. S. Land Office at Santa
Fe, N. M., on the 12th day of September, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses: Geo.
S Tweedy of Santa Fe, N. Mex
Ben Romero of Santa Fe, N. Mei.,
Nevas Romero of Santa Fe, N. Mex.,
Samuel Failor of Santa Fe, N. Mex.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Notice

A, Siringo,

Instant PostumICED
This new food drink is regular POSTUM in concentrated form nothing added
Java-lik- e
flavour, it makes a delicious "cooler"
requires no boiling. With its snappy,
and thirst. quencher.
dissolve in hot water; then pour into glass or
TO MAKE ICED POSTUM-Fir- st,
and
lemon
Add
sugar as desired.
pitcher containing ice.
HOT POSTUM (made from same tin) Stir a level teaspoonful of Instant Postum
powder in a cup of hot water, add tugar and cream to taste, and it is ready instantly.
tins at 50c. Smaller tins making
INSTANT POSTUM is sold by grocers in 100-cu- p
about 50 cups at 30c.

Coffee averages about double that cost
If your grocer does not have Instant Postum, send us his name and a
ts cover postage, for a 5 cup free sample.

FOR PUBLICATION.

nt

" There's a Reason " for POSTUM
Made by Postum Cereal Co., Ltd., Pure Food Factories, Battle Creek, Michigan.

stamp

4

2

1-- 4

Register.
D. C. Bybee,
teaming contractor
living at CC9 Keeling Court, Canton,
and
111., is now well rid of severe
His
annoying case o' kidney trouble.
back pained end he was bothered
with headaches and dizzy spells. "I
took Foley Kidney Fills just as directed and in a few days I felt much
better. My life and strength seemed
I
to come back, and I sleep well.
am now all over my trouble and glad
to recommend Foley Kidney Pills."
Try tfcem. For sale by all druggisU-

The New MexSociety Stationery
can Printing Company have on hand
and can make up promptly the luteM
forms In society stationery. The new
size correspondence cards, etc. Or.
ders taken for engraved and embossed work. Several lines to make
our selection from.
-

--

"AGE EIGHT

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

HOW TO PRESERVE YOUTH AND BEAUTY.

One great secret of youth and beauty (or the young woman or the mother is
the proper understanding of her womanly system and
Every woman,
young or old, should know herself and her physical make up. A good way to
arrive at this knowledge is to get a good doctor book, such for instance, as " The
People's Common Sense Medical Adviser," by R. V. fierce, M. D., which can
readily be procured by sending thirty-on- e
cents for
copy, addressing
Dr. Pierce, at Buffalo, N. Y.
The womanly system is a delicate machine which can
to the inonly he
tricate mechanism of a beautiful watch which will keep in good compared
running order only
- ....... .v. ..... prui-co.:.:iri ti me nyit time, so tliat the delicate medi
ums may nut hi corn out. Very many times young women
Set old or tic; (hwa before their time through ignorance and
the improper handling of this human mechanism.
Mental
depression, a confused heiu', huckaehe, headache, or hot
Cashes and many symptoms of derangement of the womanly
6ystem can be evoided by a proper understanding of what to
do, ia those trying times that come to ell women.

THURSDAY, AUGUST 22, 1912.
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AGENT ORDERED AT DIXON PERFECTS

well-bein-

NEW OROANIZATIO!

BARRAN

maimwwwBJ

What is the difference
between
Mary's little lamb then and now?

FALL MILLINERY
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HATS,
FEATHERS,

Tucson, Ariz., Aug. 22. In an ef- t0 demoralize train service to the
west coast o Mexico, insurrectos are
CORPORATION
MISSION SSSUES
INu TOUCHES TO mull WEST HEAD- burning bridges and ripping rails be- INSTRUCTit NS T 3 D. & R. G. TO
and
QUARTERS AND PREPAHE FOR COMING ,wecn the b0lder and ouaymas
iMazatlan.
Officials of. the Southern
AFFORD A BETTER SERVICE TO
tVtnlo
Pacific company of Mexico issued a
statement
twenty
today
saying
NORTHERN PEOPLE
Chicago, 111., Aug. 22. Senator Dix-- ! bridges had been burned or blown up
cam-- ; since
on, director cf the progressive
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
Tuesday. Train service cannot
The state corporation
commission paign accompanied by Henry F. Co-- j be
it was said, until
arrived from the rebels cease activity.
issued two orders effective September chems of Wisconsin,
Mrs. G. IT. Villi. vs. of Lynnhrvcri, Va., wrote: "It Is six years
wash rags at Zook's.
New York today to spend
a week in
resil.'i. whereby the complaints
wav. I bai female trouble and all the doctors
nf
"';' my h'th raw
.'
As a result of the rebel depreda- id
s:
woui.i
Manuel B. Otero today purchased
omploywi thrtv
die.
was not able to do my work,
of
Denthe
the!..
,
.,
on
,
two
near
,
dents
stations
organization
the
perfecting
hail to hire soTiuor all the tmie. Finally, ( read in tho papers alout
Fully one hundred years!
'rCe
automobile of W. C. Hateley, a
the
r.
I'avonte Prescription, and
to try it. I had not
ver and Rio Grande narrow gauge in Chicago progressive headquarters.
the
a resident of Chicago who has been
cannot
t :lt n li.it one lx,it:.j until found it had done nie pood. I took, in all,
etfect
railroad,
cam.
but
members
of
three
the
New Mexico will be satisfied.
i; tics of "Favorite Prescription ' and two of 'Golden
J:ve
Medical
8011111
AVl,es were
of
jliscovery. and novv I am able to di all my housework, and have gained
Senator
spending some time in Xew Mexico.
The first order directs the Denver paign executive committee.
fourteen pounds. I advise all women who sull'er from female trouble
i"1"1
hePn
n;vnn
&I21S.
luuay
"uuu"1,
said
l,n,I
rhnsen.
TIip
V1LLXAJU3.
to try your . avorite Prescription."
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for Rent IF MARY STILL HAS THAT
the
It's
ordy medicine oa earth."
and Rio Grande !o place an agent at
and a11 communication with the conn
Rooms elegantly furnished and havBarranca station and to maintain a committee now is composed of George try contiguous to that city cut off
ing all modern conveniences, includticket office there with all accommo- W. Perkins of New York, chairman;
Juarez, Mex., Aug 22. It was reCROOKS MUST TELL TRUTH
hury was handed up by the grand jury dations for the traveling public.
Judge Ben B. Lindsey of Colorado;
ing electric light, steam , heat and
IN PROBE today against Charles Steinart
and
Miss Jane Addanis of Illinois; George ported here over the federal telegraph t'aths, in the First Xational Bank
the
lines
The
second
order
instructs
a
that
train
100
federal
C. Priestley of
of
James White, former
members
Oklahoma;
Cancey
btring
building. Apply to F. M. Jones.
She So Long Ago Did Keep,
its depot at Tres Dewey
of Illinois, and Meyer Lissner rurales is caught between the two
Lieutenant Becker's "strong arm" same line to
(Continued from Page One.)
Special for tomorrow and Saturday
to
is
not
It
Piedras.
keep
necessary
burned
bridges
on
rebels
11.
the
"framHooker
o
of
by
E.
with
California.
are
Xiagacharged
squad. They
we are offering $1.50 Men's High
We Figure
seme person or persons unknown." ing" a gun carrying case against the an agent there but some person must ra Falls, X. Y., has been chosen as Southern Pacific of Hexico, below Grade Felt
Hats, prices $4.00 and
receivof
is
who
in
he
'
capable
,
charge
The
Xogales.
rebels
have
cut the
The jury recommended that Louis
treasurer.
gang leader '"Big Jack Zelig.
now
$4.50,
your choice, $1.49.
ing and shipping and storing freight.
said wires of the government telegraph at
part owner of the gray "murder
'"Within a very short time,"
That Little Lamb Ere This,
SALMON'S.
The depot must he kept clean and in
many
points.
car" be discharged from custody. This
of
divisional
our
all
Senator Dixon,
with
of
condition
was
serviceable
All
heat, light,
partly cloudy
yesterday
will be done. The inquest was brief DAILY DOINGS
Juarez, Mex., Aug. 22. Traffic was
will be open. Mr. Liss-- !
and seats for the convenience headquarters
ApHas Grown To Be A Sheep !
and perfunctory and was confined
head- resumed today over the Mexico North- with showers and thunderstorms.
coast
Pacific
ner
will
the
AT DEMING water
open
issued
Tho
trovolovc
wprp
thunnrdprs
a
and
rain
heavy
very
parently
western railway, an American
merely to determining the cause of
Francisco.
and
beas the result of a series of hearings quarters at San
That Mary sold her Lamb to us,
Rosenthal's death.
Canadian owned road, for the first derstorm passed west of the city,
in
22.
mentioned
A.
R,
M..
X.
two
the
in
held
Aug.
places
Deming,
Policeman William J. Files, when
time since the outbreak of the Oroz-c- tween 6:30 and 10 '00 p. m. The
from
numerous
to
Instrument
of
the Warner
complaints
storm moved from the north to south Need not be among your fears ;
response
NAUAJO INDIANS
criticized for his failure to capture' Warner,
revolution.
and southwest and it's centre was apthe assassins, testified that he was company, and R. A. von Oven, presi- - people in that section of the state wno
will run over the
Trains
entire
BE
BY
AIDED
TO
to
The Lamb and Mutton purchased here
they were unable
.line from Juarez to Chihuahua city. proximately twenty or twenty-fivdining in the Metropole at tbe time, dent of the Beloit State bank. Deloit, declared that
and when he heard the shots he Wis., are in Deming investiga'.'ng the travel and unable to ship out or
GOVERNMENT
This will bring relief to the Pearson miles west, only the edge passing Is all of tender
years !
gentlemen are owners of the ceive supplies because no accoinmopuueu ms guu ana ran out. on ine
lumber plants at Madera over the city. The lightning was uncorporation's
The
fol"
thelll.
WCl'e
DrOVidpd
ibltiotlS
and frequent. The
He and other officers !iirrir,ilti,val remnri.no nf thic
sidewalk.
usually vivid
Washington, D. C, Aug. 22. Plans 8nd Pearson, Chihuahua, and to
Grande bad closed
tensive mining properties along the forecast says that there will be showjumped into the taxicab and gave Sj mine near T.ordsburg, and they will Denver and Rio Other
of
conditions
the
improvement
complaints
ers tonight or Friday. At 3:40 p. m.
pursuit to an automobile going east. visit this mine before returning the two stations. on the Denver
and among the Xavajo Indians in Xew route. All has been orderly in Juarez
against the service
This automobile, he learnpd later, home.
the thermometer riched 72 degrees,
tn
federal
in!since
Mexico
and
Arizona
occupation,
are contained
Rio Grande have not yet been fully
v.as not the one in which the assaswhile at 4:10 a. m. It was at the 54
Mexico City.VAug. 22. Cuctoms
The funeral of Mrs. S. J. Cresap
a report just made to Robert G. Val-- j
Denver
said
the
is
It
sins escaped.
Phone 92.
for the fiscal year that ended d gree mark.
took place yesterday afternoon at the investigated.
of
commissioner
Indian
with
the
will
comply
The policeman's most interesting Mahoney undertaking parlors. The and Rio Grande
$2,-a
1,
show
decrease
w.hich
1912,
a
of
July
committee
refairs,
by
special
to
will make no effort
hit of testimony was a statement that remains were interred in the Deming order and
he appointed some time ago to study 000,000 under last, year An estimate i
sist it.
he had seen "Bridgie'' Webber in tbe cemetery.
of probable receipts of the
the situation.
coming
Metropole shortly before the shooting
The water question on the Xavajo ,par m,ue on existing conditions inof the
Daniel Bowers,
foreman
and had seen him again in front ot
water works
was arrested about SUFFRAGETS IN
reservation is a big one and the com-- l diciUed a f ather decrease of $1,500,the Cadillac hotel when Rosenthal four o'clock plant,
mittee recommended that reservoirs 000.
by
AT
morning
yeste'day
ANGERED
LONDON
was dead.
Loss to the government through
be built so that the tribe, in addition
Mounted Policeman Beal and put in
District Attorney Whitman
POLICE SEARCH to raising sheep and cattle, may do the occupation of ' Jaarez by the
gave! jail. He was released in a couple of
out the information this afternoon hours on
rebels was estimated at $300,000.
enough farming to raise its own
fii" dollar bond. The
that he had unearthed six more bank charge appears
move
Xavajos
to be that the water
22. The British 8uf- - l'Hes- - Because the
Aug.
accounts of Police Lieutenant Beck
t nil "Mi"
rv noa Anrrmn nli
tt nil
ii ui
iiuiiti u wtuua f,.n,r,t. n,.Q ni;rnnit tnrlav iipr.nisp about with their herds, it isfordifficult
riijiJlirj-ail, Rntrflro
Ci
RINGLING CIRCUS
their
was
clioviff'o nffinnra pntprpd tllp POlin- - to furnish school facilities
disturbing the peace.
The prosecutor has now located operating,
N
IS
TENT
BURNED.
R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.
Phone
12.
Black
The real estate firm of Smith and try home of Mr. and Mrs.
funis of money aggregating $125,000 Wells
whom do not attend school. On this
Sterling, 111., Aug. 22. Sparks
B. C. Wells has
dissolved.
who
has
of
two
their
leaders,
held on deposit in several banks by
from a blazing barn, carried N
formed partnership with Lee Russell. are now visiting iu Canada and or account, the committee recommends
the accused police officer.
three blocks by wind, fell on the
an appropriation be made to
'that
in
new
in
firm
will
Both
the
to
engage
dered the furniture to be sold
pay
main tent of the Ringling Broih- more schools. It is also rec-- I
Washington, D. C. Aug. 22. Will the real estate business.
costs of the recent conspiracy prose- supply
ers circus this afternoon
iam J. Flinn, chief of the Xew York
and
ommended that an industrial survey
J. I. Seder, superintendent of the cution.
burned it to the ground within
division of the United States secret
be made of tile tribe and that a cen- toin
Mr. and Mrs.
league, is
V ten minutes.
Deming
X
service, plans to resign his federal
sus be taken.
The afternoon performance had
position temporarily to assist the com- day in the interest of his organiza- were sentenced to nine months' imnet started and the few people
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WATCH will run without
oil or cleaning longer than
any other piece of machinery but it needs both occasion-all-
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If you will consider that the rim of
the balance wheel travels over fifteen
miles a day, you will not grudge your
watch a cpeck of oil and a cleaning
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SENATE.
Convened at 10 a. m.
Senator Bacon discussed Nic- araguan situation and urged con- sideration of his resolution, call- ing for an investigation.
General deficiency
appropria- t.on bill, carrying $11,513,8,1, re- ported.
HOUSE.
Convened at 11 a. m.
Costa river dam bill consider- ed and two hours' debate agreed
upon.
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TURKS DEFEAT ALBANIANS.
Saloniki, Aug. 22. Turkish troopB
fiom Ipsk have relieved Berana, a district of Albania close to the Montenegrin frontier, which was besieged by
tribesMontenegrins and Malissori
men. Fighting on the Montenegrin
frontier continues.
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Write for Free Sample Sheet
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